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In Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), routing protocols are challenged with 
establishing and maintaining multi-hop routes in the presence of mobility, bandwidth 
limitation and power constraints.  In this thesis, we first study the various routing 
strategies for MANETs.  On-demand and table-driven schemes are analysed and 
compared with each other.  Our study shows that on-demand protocols in general 
achieve better and more stable performance especially at high mobility due to their 
efficient utilization of control overhead. 
We next introduce a new scheme AODV-RR (Ad Hoc On-demand Distance 
Vector Protocol with Redundant Routes) with improved robustness by incorporating 
route redundancy into AODV.  The presence of redundant routes allows provision of 
immediate alternative routes to salvage time-critical traffic flows upon link failures, 
hence increasing throughput and minimizing delay.  Our evaluation proves that route 
redundancy indeed helps boost overall routing robustness as well as efficiency. 
Lastly we experiment further improving performance by making Route Expiry 
Timeout (RET) adaptive to mobility.  Adaptive RET proactively prevents aging of 
routes especially at higher mobility and hence helps reduce the chances of using 
potentially stale routes.   Our investigation suggests that by selecting optimal RET 
values depending on mobility, substantial performance gain can be achieved at 
affordable increase in control overhead. 
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This introductory chapter first describes the project background highlighting 
the definition of Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) and routing in such networks.  
The project objective is declared next, followed by a brief summary on the project 
achievements and related works.  The organization of the thesis is outlined last. 
 
1.1 Background 
Mobile computing has gained tremendous popularity in recent years.  
Advancement in technology has been able to support computing devices that are much 
more capable, portable while less expensive.  This makes it possible to extend access 
to information and personal communications beyond the traditional wired domain. 
While constrained by dynamic topology and unpredictable links, mobile networks 
clearly offer much greater flexibility in user access and network configuration as 
compared to fixed wired networks.  This project concerns a relatively new type of 
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1.1.1 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) 
A Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a collection of wireless mobile nodes 
dynamically forming a temporary network without the use of any existing network 
infrastructure or centralized administration [1].  In contrast to conventional cellular or 
wireless ATM networks, mobile nodes in MANET communicate peer-to-peer directly 
through the dynamic network without relying on any wired base-stations.  Each 
MANET mobile node operates not only as a host, but also as a router [1] that 
dynamically discovers and maintains routes to other nodes in the network whenever 
necessary.  The idea of ad hoc networking is sometimes called infrastructureless 
networking [2].  
The major advantage of MANETs is their quick deployment.  Requiring no 
fixed infrastructure, MANETs are considerably easy and inexpensive to setup and 
configure.  This makes MANETs particularly suitable for applications in temporary, 
private or emergency situations.  Examples of such applications include home network, 
indoor e-conferencing, automotive interaction, personnel coordination during natural 
disasters recovery, military maneuvers in enemy territory, and so on. 
The main concern about MANETs remains on their reliability and robustness in 
performance.  When mobile nodes move arbitrarily, the network topology changes 
frequently and unpredictably [3].  Moreover there are constraints on the link bandwidth 
and battery power.  All these factors bring challenges to the design of MANET 
operating protocols.  Lower levels in the protocol stack such as the physical layer, 
multiple access control (MAC) and routing layers deserve exclusive attentions to cater 
for the unique characteristics of MANETs. 
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1.1.2 Routing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
The unique characteristics of MANETs dictate that their routing schemes vastly 
differ from existing shortest-path algorithms designed for static networks.  Firstly, 
given the higher rate of topology change in MANETs, the routing scheme must react 
and converge fast enough to keep routes up-to-date.  On the other hand, the routing 
scheme must not be over-sensitive to topology changes to avoid causing oscillating 
update events hence degraded stability.  In addition, limited battery power supplies in 
mobile nodes require that less computation and routing overhead is desired.  All these 
combined call for a robust, stable and efficient routing scheme suitable for the 
MANET environment.   
Since the advent of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
packet radio networks in the early 1970s [4], numerous MANET routing protocols 
have been developed and proposed.  To name a few, these include Destination- 
Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV) [5], Cluster Gateway Switch Routing 
(CGSR) [6], Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [7], Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance 
Vector Routing (AODV) [8], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [9], Temporally 
Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [10], Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [11], 
Signal Stability based Adaptive Routing (SSA) [12], Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [13], 
Core-Extraction Distributed Ad Hoc Routing (CEDAR) [14], Zone Routing protocol 
(ZRP) [15], and so on.  These protocols adopted different approaches to deal with the 
typical limitations of MANETs and exhibit quite distinct behaviors. 
In general, these routing protocols can be classified into two categories: Table-
driven (Proactive) or Source-initiated (Reactive, Demand-driven) [16].  Table-driven 
routing protocols attempt to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information from 
each node to every other node in the network.  Each node is required to maintain 
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routing information in local tables and respond to topology changes by propagating 
updates throughout the network in order to keep its routing information up-to-date.  
Table-driven schemes enable routes to be immediately ready or quickly established 
when needed.  However, such proactive schemes in general produce excessive network 
overhead through regular update broadcasts and sustain potentially stale routes when 
topology changes are frequent.  Examples of table-driven schemes include DSDV, 
CGSR, and WRP.  Unlike table-driven schemes, source-initiated on-demand routing 
protocols do not consistently maintain routing information, but create routes only when 
desired by the source node.  This approach significantly reduces the network overhead 
resulted from frequent update broadcasts, but introduces additional latency during 
route discovery and maintenance procedures.  Examples of source-initiated schemes 
include AODV, DSR, TORA, ABR and so on.  In summary, the comparison between 
table-driven protocols and source-initiated protocols exhibits a trade-off between 
robustness and efficiency. 
1.1.3 Routing Metrics and Multimedia Traffic Requirement 
 Performance metrics that are most commonly used in evaluating MANET 
routing protocols are the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and Routing Overhead.  Packet 
Delivery Ratio is the fraction of data packets that are successfully delivered from 
source node to destination node over the total number of data packets generated by the 
source node.  The higher the ratio, the more robust is the protocol.  Routing Overhead 
is the amount of any overhead packets transmitted other than the data packets.  The 
less amount of overhead packet spent per data packet, the more efficient is the 
protocol.  These two parameters have been taken predominantly as means to indicate 
the capability of MANET routing protocols so far. 
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 As many mobile applications involve human-to-human communications, there 
is strong need to support multimedia traffic such as voice and images over the wireless 
network.  In such scenarios, real-time support with quality of service (QoS) constraints 
is critical.  Specifically, low latency is in favor of multimedia traffic.  Hence when 
assessing the real-time capability of MANET routing protocols, latency behavior such 
as the average end-to-end delay becomes an important metric to consider. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
This project aims to explore possible approaches to improve the robustness of 
exiting MANET routing protocols.  A primary study is first conducted on early 
MANET routing protocols to evaluate their performance and review their relative 
strengths and weaknesses.  Mechanisms to improve the robustness of such protocols 
are investigated next.  Specifically, ideas of route redundancy and adaptive route 
expiry timeout are experimented and their performance evaluated.  While these 




The following briefly summarizes the project achievements. 
• Review and comparison of some early MANET routing protocols; 
• Exploiting route redundancy to improve routing robustness; and 
• Exploiting adaptive route expiry timeout to mobility to improve robustness. 
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A review study is first conducted on some early MANET routing protocols 
including DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA.  Their performance are evaluated and 
compared through simulations using Network Simulator-2 (ns-2) [17] following 
similar environment set-up as in [1].  The results obtained are consistent with those 
given in [1], which provides insight into how these protocols behave differently.  
AODV is selected as the basis for later enhancement. 
The idea of route redundancy is then explored.  A complete and systematic 
algorithm is designed to establish and maintain a mesh of redundant routes 
dynamically.  With the above enhancement, a new scheme AODV with Redundant 
Routes (AODV-RR) is developed and its performance evaluated.  As is evident from 
the results that AODV-RR achieves higher PDR, smaller end-to-end delay while using 
less routing overhead as compared to the original AODV, it is proven that the 
redundant route mechanism is capable of improving overall robustness of MANET 
routing protocols. 
The project also studies the impact of making Route Expiry Timeout (RET) 
adaptive to mobility on routing performance.  Instead of a fixed value of RET for all 
mobility cases, we experiment with smaller values of RET for higher mobility so as to 
improve the freshness of route information kept in the cache.  Through simulations 
using ns-2, it is observed that adaptive RET mechanism further improves performance 
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1.4 Related Works 
Since the advent of DARPA packet radio networks in the early 1970s [4], 
numerous MANET routing protocols have been developed and proposed by ongoing 
research activities around the world.  Some of these works are presented in [5-15].  
Specifically, table-driven schemes [5-7] maintain constant network view by proactive 
and regular exchange of routing tables among all nodes.  Demand-driven schemes [8-
12] initiate route discoveries only when required by traffic demand at source nodes.  
There are also hybrid schemes such as ZRP [15] that applies proactive and reactive 
approaches to nodes in different areas (within and outside the zone). 
Classic reviews on early MANET routing protocols include [1, 16, 3].  Royer 
[16] gave comprehensive introductions on the theoretical background and working 
mechanism behind a few MANET protocols, classifying them into either table-driven 
or source-initiated.  Broch, et al [1] evaluated the performance of four early routing 
protocols through simulations and laid out the results in details for comparison.  Lee, et 
al [3] focused on the behaviours of multicast protocols. 
The idea of redundant routes aims to improve robustness by providing backup 
routes when the primary route fails.  The work by Lee and Gerla [18] was one of the 
first to explore this idea.  It proposed to rely on last-minute effort to broadcast data 
packets to neighbours when encountering a link failure.  In contrast, our design uses a 
systematic algorithm to establish a mesh of redundant routes and support switching of 
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1.5 Organization of Thesis 
 The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 reviews four early 
MANET routing protocols: DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA closely comparing their 
behaviours and performance through simulations using ns-2.  This initial part of the 
project aims to provide insight into the distinct characteristics of the few protocols as 
well as to ensure proper software settings to prepare for simulations later. 
 Chapter 3 presents a systematic design that exploits redundant routes 
mechanism to improve the overall robustness of MANET routing protocols.  The 
chapter explains in details the AODV-RR implementation based on AODV and 
compares their performance. 
 Chapter 4 deals with an investigation into the impact of adaptive route expiry 
timeout (RET) with respect to mobility.  We experiment with different values of RET 
for each mobility case until the optimal is reached, based on which a hypothetic 
formula relating RET to mobility is then proposed.  The performance of a system with 
such adaptive RET formula is evaluated. 
 Lastly as a concluding note, Chapter 5 summarizes the project’s achievements 









REVIEW OF EARLY 
ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
 
This chapter reviews four early MANET routing protocols: DSDV, DSR, 
AODV and TORA.  The chapter first briefly discusses different classifications of 
MANET routing protocols.  As examples, the methodologies behind each of the above 
four protocols are then described.  With a bit of introduction on the software simulator 
used for this project, the chapter proceeds to present the performance results of the four 
protocols for comparison. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
MANET routing protocols can be classified according to many different 
criteria.  Firstly, depending on when route-discoveries are initiated, MANET protocols 
can be either Proactive (Table-driven) or Reactive (On-demand).  Next, depending on 
where routing information is maintained, there are protocols with either Source 
Routing or Distributed Routing strategies.  In addition, where the address space is 
concerned, MANET protocols can have either a Flat structure or a Hierarchical 
structure.  Whereas when route selection criteria are considered, MANET protocols 
can be based on either Link State or Distance Vector.  Each of these strategies has its 
relative advantage and disadvantages.  Table 2.1 gives a summary on these 
classifications with some protocols named as examples. 
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Table 2.1   Classifications of MANET Routing Protocols 
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 One of the classic reviews on early MANET routing protocols is given in [1].  
It was the first to provide a realistic and quantitative analysis comparing the 
performance of a variety of MANET routing protocols [1].  With extensive use of the 
Network Simulator ns-2 [17], the paper presented detailed simulation results showing 
the relative performance of four proposed protocols: DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA.   
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 Due to the contributions from continuous research efforts, both the Network 
Simulator ns-2 and the individual protocol implementation codes have evolved 
substantially since the paper was published.  This part of the project aims to re-
evaluate the performance of the above four early MANET routing protocols through 
simulations using ns-2 with similar environment settings.  The performance results 
provide much insight into the unique protocol behaviours. 
 
2.2 Overview of Early Protocols 
As representatives of different classes (see Table 2.1), the four early routing 
protocols of interest: DSDV, DSR, AODV, TORA were built on different mechanisms 
and exhibit unique characteristics.  Despite the many differences, all protocols dealt 
with two issues: the initial route discovery and subsequent route maintenance. 
2.2.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Routing (DSDV) 
 DSDV [5] is a distributed (hop-by-hop) table-driven distance-vector routing 
protocol requiring each node to periodically broadcast routing updates.  The key 
advantage of DSDV over traditional distance vector protocols is that it guarantees 
loop-freedom [1]. 
 Each DSDV node maintains a routing table listing all reachable destinations 
with the “next hop” address as well as the number of hops to each destination.  Each 
routing table entry is tagged with a sequence number originated and monotonically 
increased by the destination node.  The sequence numbers enable the mobile nodes to 
distinguish stale routes from new ones, thereby avoiding the formation of routing loops 
[16].  To maintain the consistency of route tables in a dynamically varying topology, 
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routing table updates are transmitted throughout the network periodically, and 
immediately when significant new information is available.  When comparing two 
routes to the same destination, the route with a higher sequence number is always more 
favourable; or in the event that two routes have the same sequence number, the route 
with shorter metric is considered more favourable.  The above propagation of route 
updates is triggered periodically and whenever new network conditions are detected, 
regardless of network traffic demand.  When such routing updates converge in time, all 
nodes should keep a consistent view of the whole network and maintain a shortest 
route to each reachable destination in its routing table.  Hence routes are immediately 
ready for use when demanded by any network traffic.  Such an approach of proactive 
exchange and computation of routing information is known as proactive routing. 
 When a node decides that its route to a destination is broken, it updates the 
metric to that destination to infinity, increments the sequence number for that route by 
one and advertises this new route entry to the rest of the network through a broadcast.  
This will cause all upstream nodes of the broken route to incorporate the infinity-
metric into their own routing tables until they hear newer route updates with a higher 
sequence number from that destination later. 
 The major advantage of DSDV as a proactive algorithm is that routes are 
available immediately whenever needed.  In addition, the exchange of routing updates 
is triggered proactively regardless of traffic demand; hence the amount of routing 
overhead incurred is theoretically constant for all mobility and traffic load cases. 
However, the periodic network-wide broadcasts of routing table updates 
usually cost excessive routing overhead, which are sometimes unnecessary especially 
when mobility or traffic load is low.  Such massive routing overhead not only 
consumes precious wireless bandwidth and mobile node battery power, but also 
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prevents the distributed network view from converging quickly when mobility is high 
and change of network topology is frequent. 
2.2.2 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
DSR [9] is an on-demand routing protocol based on the concept of source 
routing.  Source nodes maintain the complete route information, and route each packet 
by inserting in its header the complete ordered list of nodes through which the packet 
must pass.  The key advantage of source routing is that intermediate nodes do not need 
to maintain routing information for the packets they forward. 
 When a mobile source node has a packet to send to some destination, it first 
consults its route cache to determine whether an unexpired route to that destination is 
available.  If yes, it appends the complete list of nodes in that route to the packet 
header and forwards the packet to the next hop.  On the other hand if no such route is 
available in the cache, the source node initiates a route discovery process by 
broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) packet containing both the destination address 
and the source address.  As the RREQ packet propagates around in the network, all 
intermediate nodes which do not have a valid route to the requested destination in their 
caches will add their own address to the route record of the RREQ packet and forward 
the RREQ packet to all outgoing links.  When the RREQ packet reaches either the 
destination, or an intermediate node that contains an unexpired route to the requested 
destination, a Route Reply (RREP) packet is generated and sent back to the source 
node.  The RREP packet contains the complete list of nodes composing the discovered 
route, constructed from the route record in the RREQ packet and appended with the 
node list from the unexpired route to the requested destination in the cache of the 
intermediate node, if any.  The RREP is forwarded back to the source by reversing the 
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discovered route.  Upon receiving the RREP, the source node updates its route cache, 
inserts the node list of the newly discovered route to the header of the waiting data 
packet for the requested destination, and forwards the packet to the next hop along the 
newly discovered route. 
 Route maintenance involves the use of Route Error (RERR) packets that are 
generated at a node when the data link layer encounters a fatal transmission problem.  
When notified by the RRER packet, the source node removes the hop in error from its 
route cache and truncates all routes containing the hop at that point.  When requested 
by subsequent data packets, localized route discoveries are initiated to re-construct the 
complete route to that destination after the topology change. 
 As a typical on-demand source routing protocol, DSR eliminates the need for 
periodic routing table updates, and hence, has the advantage of significantly reduced 
routing overhead that is traffic and mobility oriented.  Since the entire route is 
maintained in the source node and kept in the data packet header, less storage space 
and routing delay is required at intermediate nodes. 
 The main disadvantage of DSR being demand-driven in nature is that routes 
take time to be discovered while emerging data packets are delayed waiting in the 
source buffer.  Moreover, the finite packet header size limits the maximum length of 
routes to carry and hence the diameter of the network.  As a result, DSR suffers from 
poor scalability. 
2.2.3 Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) 
AODV [8] is essentially a combination of DSR and DSDV.  It borrows the 
basic on-demand mechanism of Route Discovery and Route Maintenance from DSR, 
plus the use of hop-by-hop routing, sequence numbers and optional periodic beacons 
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from DSDV [1].  AODV improves on top of DSDV by creating routes on demand, 
hence minimising the number of required broadcasts.  On the other hand, it improves 
over DSR by distributing route management among different nodes in a hop-by-hop 
manner.  AODV is able to support both unicast and multicast communications.  This 
project limits its scope to the unicast application of AODV. 
Similar to DSDV, each AODV node uses a routing table to store reachable 
destinations with the next-hop address, number of hops to that destination as well as 
the destination sequence number for each.  In addition, for each destination the node 
maintains a precursor list, which contains previous-hop addresses that have used this 
route recently, for route maintenance purpose.   
 When a source node needs a route to a destination node, it initiates the route 
discovery process by broadcasting a Route Request (RREQ) message to its neighbours. 
The RREQ message is flooded through the network in a controlled manner by use of a 
Broadcast ID mechanism.  Each RREQ message originated by the source node and all 
of its subsequent copies made by forwarding nodes carry a same unique Broadcast ID.  
The Broadcast ID will ensure only the first copy of RREQ received is accepted at each 
node while all subsequent arrivals of RREQ copies are discarded.  Each node 
forwarding the RREQ message creates a reverse route in its routing table from itself 
back to the source node.  When the RREQ reaches either the destination node or an 
intermediate node with an unexpired route to the requested destination, a Route Reply 
(RREP) message is generated containing the number of hops and last-known sequence 
number for the requested destination.  The RREP message is then unicast back to the 
source node along the reverse route.  Each node that participates in forwarding this 
RREP message back to the source creates a forward route in its routing table from 
itself to the requested destination. 
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 In order to maintain routes, AODV detects link failures through either periodic 
exchange of HELLO message among neighbours, or underlying physical layer or link 
layer methods.  When a link goes down, the node brings down the route in its routing 
table by incorporating an infinity metric for that route, and informs all upstream nodes 
that have recently forwarded on this broken route via an Unsolicited Route Reply 
(UREP) message.  The UREP message contains an infinity metric for that unreachable 
destination and is locally broadcast among neighbours.  Upon receiving the UREP 
message, a node brings down all routes to that unreachable destination in its routing 
table, and informs all upstream nodes in the precursor lists of these broken routes by 
forwarding the UREP message.  On demand of subsequent arrival of data packets, 
route discoveries are initiated locally to repair the broken route. 
 AODV is an improvement over DSDV because it no longer requires periodic 
network-wide broadcasts for route updates and therefore the route overhead is 
drastically reduced.  By participating in the distributed hop-by-hop routing, the 
intermediate nodes can react faster to topology changes, hence potentially making the 
established routes more adaptive and optimal as compared to source routing.  In 
addition, it enjoys better scalability than DSR. 
 The demand-driven nature of AODV implies that delays in route discoveries 
and repairs are inevitable.  There always exists a tradeoff in favour of reduced delay at 
the possible expense of increased number of route finding broadcasts. 
2.2.4 Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) 
 TORA [10] is a highly adaptive distributed routing algorithm based on the 
concept of link reversal.  It is designed to discover routes on demand and provide 
multiple routes for a source/destination pair.  The key design concept of TORA is the 
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localization of control messages to a very small set of nodes near the occurrence of a 
topology change [16].  Route optimality (shortest-path routing) is considered of 
secondary importance, and longer routes are often used to avoid the overhead of 
discovering newer routes [1]. 
 In TORA, each node has a “height” metric with respect to the destination that is 
computed by the routing protocol.  When a source node needs a route to a particular 
destination, it broadcasts a QUERY packet containing the requested destination 
address through the network.  The final recipient of the QUERY packet (either the 
destination or an intermediate node with a route to the destination) will broadcast an 
UPDATE packet listing its height relative to the destination.  As this UPDATE packet 
propagates through the network, all nodes receiving this packet sets its height to a 
value greater than the height of the neighbour from which the UPDATE is received.  
This has the effect of creating a series of directed links rooted at the destination that 
grows up to the source node.  Data packets are then forwarded down the directed links 
like water flows through pipes from upstream to downstream. 
 When a node discovers that a downstream route to a destination is no longer 
available, it adjusts its height to a local maximum relative to all its neighbours and 
transmits an UPDATE packet, which has the effect of reversing one or more directed 
upstream links to reflect the change of topology. 
 TORA is layered on top of the Internet MANET Encapsulation Protocol 
(IMEP) [21], which is required to provide reliable, in-order delivery of all routing 
control messages, aggregation and encapsulation of control messages to save overhead, 
as well as link state sensing. 
TORA’s innovative link reversal concept enables multiple routes for a 
source/destination pair to be created efficiently.  The localized algorithmic reaction to 
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topology changes plus demand-driven routing finding broadcasts significantly reduces 
the routing overhead. 
However, the proper functioning of TORA requires highly reliable and in-order 
delivery of control messages, which is difficult to achieve in scenarios where there is 
traffic congestion in the network.  In addition, TORA has the potential for oscillations 
to occur [16] though short-lived.  These degrade TORA in its robustness. 
2.2.5 Summary of Protocols 
 Key characteristics and properties of the above four protocols are briefly 
summarized in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2   Summary of DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA 
Protocols DSDV DSR AODV TORA 
Route Finding Proactive On-Demand On-Demand On-Demand 
Route 
Selection Shortest Path Shortest Path 
Freshest and 
Shortest Path Shortest Path 
Distributed Yes No Yes Yes 
Loop Free Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Periodic 
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2.3 Simulation Setup 
 The Network Simulator (ns-2) [17] is a discrete event simulator developed as 
part of the VINT project [22] jointly by UC Berkeley, LBL, USC/ISI and Xerox 
PARC.  Originally ns-2 was built to support simulations of TCP and other protocols in 
conventional networks, but it lacked support for physical aspects or MAC protocols in 
multi-hop wireless network environments.  The Monarch Project (Originally at CMU 
and recently moved to Rice University) [23] made extensive modifications to ns-2 to 
provide new elements at the physical, data link, MAC, and routing layers of the 
simulation environment.  Using these elements, it is possible to construct detailed and 
accurate simulations of wireless subnets, LANs, or multi-hop ad hoc networks [22].  
Since then, ns-2 has become a popular software platform used by many researchers for 
their MANET simulations.  ns-2 has always included substantial contributions from 
other researchers, including wireless code from the UCB Daedelus, CMU Monarch 
projects and Sun Microsystems [17].  These enhancements in turn greatly assist and 
push forward on-going effort of research and development in the MANET area.  This 
section describes the ns-2 elements for wireless mobile environments together with our 
project methodologies. 
2.3.1 Environment 
 The wireless physical model of ns-2 combines both a free-space propagation 
model and a 2-ray ground reflection model.  When a transmitter is within the reference 
distance of the receiver, Friss free-space propagation model is used where the signal 
attenuates as 1/r2.  Outside the reference distance, an approximation to 2-ray ground 
reflection model is used where signal attenuates as 1/r4.  An omni-directional antenna 
with unity gain positioned 1.5m above ground is used in each mobile node.  The 
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wireless shared media interface for each mobile node is implemented to approximate 
the Lucent WaveLan direct-sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) radio interface [24] 
operating at 914MHz frequency with 2Mbps in bandwidth. 
 The link layer of ns-2 for wireless environments implements the complete 
IEEE802.11 standard [25] Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol Distributed 
Coordination Function (DCF) to accurately model the contention for wireless medium.  
In addition, an implementation of Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) similar to the 
BSD Unix implementation [26] is included to resolve IP addresses used by the routing 
protocol to underlying link layer addresses. 
 The routing protocol simulated in this project is one of the four early MANET 
routing protocols: DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA (see Chapter 2); as well as the 
new protocol proposed by this project: AODV with Route Redundancy (AODV-RR) 
(see Chapter 3) with its further enhancement (see Chapter 4). 
2.3.2 Methodology 
 Consistent with settings in [1], all our protocol evaluations in this project are 
based on simulations of a MANET of 50 wireless mobile nodes moving about and 
communicating with each other in a 1500m × 300m rectangular flat area for 900 
seconds of simulated time. 
 Mobile nodes in the simulations move according to the “random waypoint” 
model [1].  In this model, each node begins the simulation by remaining stationary for 
pause time seconds.  The node then selected a random destination in the 1500m × 
300m space and moves to that destination at a speed distributed uniformly between 0 
and some maximum speed.  Upon reaching the destination, the node pauses again for 
pause time seconds, selects another random destination, proceeds there as previously 
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described, repeating this behaviour for the duration of the simulation run.  Hence, two 
key parameters in this model characterizing the movement scenarios are the pause time 
and maximum speed.  We run our simulations with movement patterns generated for 7 
different pause times: 0, 30, 60, 120, 300, 600 and 900 seconds.  A pause time of 0 
seconds corresponds to continuous motion, and pause time of 900 seconds corresponds 
to no motion.  Because the performance of protocols is very sensitive to movement 
pattern, we randomly generate 10 scenario files for each of the 7 pause times.  All four 
protocols in this part of the project are run on the same 70 movement pattern files.  
With varying pause time as means to control average mobility, we base our 
simulations primarily on a fixed maximum speed of 20 meters per second (average 
speed of 10 meters per second). 
 The communication model in our simulations uses constant bit rate (CBR) 
traffic sources.  We experiment with different traffic load with 10, 20 and 30 CBR 
connections randomly started in between 0 ~ 180 second, all sending 64-byte packets 
at a rate of 4 packets per seconds for the remainder of the simulation run. 
2.3.3 Routing Protocol Decisions 
 To create consistency with [1], we make similar implementation decisions for 
the individual routing protocols.  For DSDV, we simulate the DSDV-SQ (sequence 
number) [1] version whereby the receipt of a new sequence number for a destination 
causes a triggered update.  On the other hand for AODV, we use the AODV-LL (link 
layer detection) [1] version whereby link failures are detected by solely relying on link 
layer methods rather than the periodic HELLO message mechanism. 
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2.3.4 Summary 
Table 2.3 summaries the simulation settings for this part of the project. 
Table 2.3   Summary of Simulation Settings (Part I) 
Parameter Setting 
Number of Mobile Nodes 50 
Movement Area 1500 m × 300 m Flat Rectangular 
Total Simulated Time 900 s 
Movement Model Random Way-point 
Mobile Node Pause Time 0, 30, 60, 120, 300, 600, 900 s 
Maximum Mobile Speed 20 m/s 
Traffic Source Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 
Number of Connections 10, 20, 30 
Packet Size 64 bytes 
Packet Sending Rate 4 packets/s 
Connection Start Time Uniformly Random between 0 ~ 180 s 
Medium Access Control IEEE 802.11 Standard MAC with DCF 
Address Resolution Protocol Approximation of BSD Unix Implementation 
Shared Media Interface Approximation of Lucent WaveLan DSSS Radio 
Mobile Node Antenna Unity-gain, Omni-directional, 1.5m above Ground 
Propagation Model Free-space (near) + Two-ray Ground Reflection (far) 
Routing Protocol DSDV-SQ, DSR, AODV-LL, TORA 
Simulator Tool Network Simulator – 2 (ns-2) version allinone-2.1b7 
Platform Redhat Linux 7.0 [27] 
 
 
2.4 Simulation Results 
 We test and cross-compare the performance of the above four early MANET 
routing protocols at different mobility and traffic load levels, in terms of the Packet 
Delivery Ratio (PDR), Routing Overhead and Average End-to-end Delay. 
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2.4.1 Packet Delivery Ratio 
Figures 2.1 ~ 2.4 give the PDR performance of DSDV-SQ, DSR, AODV-LL 
and TORA at different traffic load levels with respect to pause time.  The smaller the 
pause time, the higher the average overall mobility. 



























 Figure 2.1   DSDV-SQ Packet Delivery Ratio Performance 



























       Figure 2.2   DSR Packet Delivery Ratio Performance 
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     Figure 2.3   AODV-LL Packet Delivery Ratio Performance 



























       Figure 2.4   TORA Packet Delivery Ratio Performance 
 In general, all protocols perform better at lower mobility (larger pause times) 
and their performance degrades as mobility increases (smaller pause times).  
Moreover, DSDV-SQ, DSR and AODV-LL exhibit very small differences among their 
PDR curves with different number of sources.  This means, the PDR performance of 
these routing protocols are rather insensitive to the variation of the number of traffic 
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sources within the given range.  When total network traffic is light, spatial diversity of 
the mobile nodes could largely diminish the impact of increase in data packets volume 
due to more traffic sources.  In DSR and AODV that maintains PDR over 95% in all 
conditions, there is little room left for major further improvement.  Essentially, the 
stability of DSDV-SQ, DSR and AODV-LL ensures that increasing the traffic sources 
to 30 does not cause any serious degradation in their PDR performance. 
Specifically, we observe that DSDV-SQ fails to stabilize at pause times below 
300s, dropping to a 70% PDR (see Figure 2.1).  At high mobility, the periodic 
network-wide broadcasts of route updates are no longer able to keep up with the fast 
changing topology or maintain a consistent network view in all mobile nodes.  In 
addition, the inefficient event-triggered updates cause excessive channel usage.  As a 
result, more routing information becomes out-of-date, which causes more failures in 
packet deliveries hence more packets are dropped.  On the other hand, both AODV-LL 
and DSR perform particularly well with both protocols delivering between 95% and 
100% of packets in all cases (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3).  Their efficient on-demand 
approach to discover and maintain routes does not exhaust system resources in the 
scope of the whole network when topology changes are frequent, making the two 
protocols well adapted to higher mobility.  TORA does well with 10 or 20 traffic 
connections, delivering above 88% of packets even at high mobility (see Figure 2.4).  
The majority of packet drops are due to the creation of short-lived routing loops that 
are a nature part of its link-reversal process [1].  With 30 connections, TORA’s 
average PDR drops significantly to about 45% at high mobility.  In most of these 
scenarios TORA essentially undergoes congestive collapse, which causes TORA to 
erroneously perceive link breakages to neighbouring nodes and hence drops most of 
the data packets. 
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 A comparison of the PDR performance of the four protocols in the case of 20 
traffic connections is given in Figure 2.5.  As is evident from the graphs, AODV-LL 
and DSR perform particularly well delivering over 95% of data packets in all cases, 
whereas DSDV-SQ and TORA exhibit some instability in their PDR performance at 
higher mobility. 




























         Figure 2.5   Comparison of PDR Performance (20 connections) 
2.4.2 Control Overhead 
Figures 2.6 ~ 2.9 give the Control Overhead performance of DSDV-SQ, DSR, 
AODV-LL and TORA at different traffic load levels with respect to pause time.   
As one of the most important performance metrics for MANETs, the Control 
Overhead is defined as the total number of control packets transmitted within the 
network in order to support certain amount of data traffic.  This includes the control 
packets transmitted during both unicasts and broadcasts as per required by the routing 
protocol.  On the other hand, receptions of control packets are not counted, because 
one packet transmitted typically results in multiple receptions depending on the 
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population of mobile nodes nearby.  During the “Expanding Ring search” route request 
broadcast in AODV for example, each control packet transmitted is counted into the 
control overhead, regardless of how many nodes receives this packet.  The multiple 
receiving nodes may or not may not forward this packet to their neighbours, and only 
when they do so, the packets they transmit on are counted into the total control 
overhead.  Therefore, broadcast has a multiplicative effect on the total control 
overhead.  The larger is the span of such broadcasts, the more mobile nodes will 
participate in forwarding the control packets to neighbours, and the more control 
overhead will be incurred. 
























   Figure 2.6   DSDV-SQ Routing Overhead Performance 
DSDV-SQ has approximately constant routing overhead, regardless of 
movement speed or offered traffic load (see Figure 2.6).  In DSDV, each destination 
node broadcasts a periodic update with a new sequence number every 15 seconds [1].  
With 50 unsynchronised mobile nodes in the simulation, at least one node broadcasts a 
periodic update during each second.  Considering the fact that the receipt of a new 
sequence number for a node is important enough to trigger an immediate 
advertisement through network-wide flooding, it is reasonable to see that each node 
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effectively transmits triggered updates at the maximum permitted rate of one per 
second, although the base periodic rate is once every 15 seconds.  Therefore, for a 50-
node network in 900-second simulations, a constant amount of overhead of about 
45,000 packets is obtained for DSDV-SQ, regardless of mobility and traffic load. 























       Figure 2.7   DSR Routing Overhead Performance 




























    Figure 2.8   AODV-LL Routing Overhead Performance 
 Applying similar on-demand mechanisms, AODV-LL and DSR show almost 
identically shaped curves in their routing overhead performance (see Figures 2.7 and 
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Figure 2.8).  As the majority of control overhead is dedicated to maintenance and 
repair of broken routes, fast changing topology causes more route breaks and hence 
incurs larger routing overhead.  Compared to AODV-LL, DSR requires less absolute 
overhead in terms of the number of control packets, largely because DSR stores the 
entire route information within one control packet, whereas AODV-LL relies on 
multiple control packets for its distributed hop-by-hop routing.  Moreover, DSR 
typically makes use of promiscuous mode to obtain routing information from 
forwarded data packets as well as non-propagating RREQs to establish routes quickly 
from neighbours; whereas AODV’s RREQs mostly flood the whole network. 




























       Figure 2.9   TORA Routing Overhead Performance 
 TORA’s overhead consists of the constant mobility-independent overhead from 
IMEP’s periodic beaconing for neighbour discovery, plus a variable mobility-
dependent overhead from TORA’s route creation and maintenance.  In the case of 30 
connections, TORA undergoes congestive collapse and fails to converge (see Figure 
2.9), whereby the number of TORA/IMEP control packets causes numerous MAC-
layer collisions, which in turn causes more data and control packets to be lost, and 
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consequently, more and more erroneous perception of link breakage and hence severe 
local congestion. 
 Figure 2.10 gives a comparison of the Control Overhead performance of the 
four protocols in the case of 20 traffic connections.  While the proactive scheme 
DSDV-LL has a constant overhead profile capped by its maximum periodic update 
transmission rate, on-demand schemes DSR, AODV-LL and TORA exhibits adaptive 
overhead depending on mobility and traffic load.  The results prove that on-demand 
schemes, especially DSR and AODV-LL, are very cost-effective in all cases compared 
to DSDV-LL.   



























          Figure 2.10   Comparison of Routing Overhead Performance  
                  (20 connections) 
2.4.3 Average End-to-end Delay 
 The average end-to-end delay measures the average time it takes for a data 
package to travel from the source node to the destination node.  The delay performance 
of the above four protocols are presented and compared in Figures 2.11~2.14. 
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 The graphs show two common traits among the four delay characteristics. 
Firstly, all protocols produce larger end-to-end delay for data packets when mobility 
increases.  This is expected because at higher mobility, routing information expires 
faster, whether such information is refreshed through periodic updates as in a proactive 
network or reactively on-demand.  As a result, when mobility increases, nodes start to 
lose the precise or converging view of the network topology, and more packets are 
forced to travel along the less optimal routes, or spend more time waiting in cache for 
routes to be repaired. 
























          Figure 2.11   DSDV-SQ Average End-to-end Delay Performance  
Another common trait is also observed.  In all four protocols, the lowest 
average end-to-end delays occur in the medium traffic load case of 20 sources, rather 
than the lighter or heavier traffic cases of 10 or 30 sources.  This implies that average 
delay does not increase linearly with growing volume of data packets all the time.  
Rather, the average delay sees some initial decrease while the data packet volume 
grows to a certain threshold, beyond which the delay starts to increase together with 
data packet volume. 
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               Figure 2.12   DSR Average End-to-end Delay Performance  






















           Figure 2.13   AODV-LL Average End-to-end Delay Performance  
 The above observation reveals that data packet volume is an important factor 
that contributes to the effectiveness of MANETs.  In proactive networks, some level of 
data traffic helps discover broken links that periodical updates are unable to track, 
especially when mobility is high.  In reactive networks, the initial volume of data 
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packet flows creates the useful demand that triggers route discovery activities by all 
involving nodes.  In general under light load conditions, increase in the number of 
traffic sources calls for more frequent network updates with wider coverage, and 
therefore creates more optimum routes and shorter average delay.  Such effect will 
continue until the traffic volume grows to a level that leads to network congestion and 
starts to negatively impact the delay performance. 























          Figure 2.14   TORA Average End-to-end Delay Performance  
 However, the above four protocols have vastly different levels of sensitivity 
towards traffic volume.  For example, the delay performance of AODV-LL is almost 
unaffected by change in the number of traffic sources.  This is largely related to the 
highly distributed and localized link update and repair mechanisms used in AODV-LL.  
As a result, route information gets refreshed very quickly and efficiently without 
affecting many other nodes in the network.  This advantage of AODV-LL not only 
reduces the impact of increasing traffic volume under light load conditions, but also 
raises the threshold when traffic load starts to congest the network under heavy load 
conditions.  In contrast, DSDV-SQ encourages massive broadcast of route updates 
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throughout the whole network, DSR relies on lengthy control packets due to 
centralized routing, and TORA uses a complex algorithm that becomes unstable at 
higher traffic load.  These factors make DSDV-SQ, DSR and TORA more sensitive to 
changes in traffic volume. 






















              Figure 2.15   Comparison of End-to-end Delay Performance 
        (20 connections) 
 We can see from Figure 2.15 that source routing protocols such as DSR exhibit 
the smallest average end-to-end delay as compared the other protocols.  In source 
routing schemes, the control packet carries the entire route information, rather than 
only the next-hop information in a distributed routing scheme.  This enables data 
packets to feed through all intermediate nodes along the route with minimal transit 
delay.  In distributed schemes like DSDV-SQ, AODV-LL and TORA, packets stop at 
each intermediate node to check for the next step to go, which introduces more delay. 
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2.4.4 Average Delay Jitter 
 The average delay jitter measures the extent to which the end-to-end delay 
varies across different data packets.  Smaller delay jitter is desirable for delay-sensitive 
traffic such as multimedia stream data, since it requires less buffering and sequencing 
of incoming data packets at the destination nodes.  Figures 2.16~2.19 show the delay 
jitters of the four protocols, calculated as the standard deviation of delays. 






















               Figure 2.16   DSDV-SQ Average Delay Jitter Performance  
 The delay jitter curves of these four protocols somewhat resemble their end-to-
end delay curves in the previous section, except the linear relation between increasing 
delay jitter and growing traffic volume.  Despite the lowest end-to-end delay, DSR 
sees a big variation in delay when traffic load changes.  AODV-LL on the other hand, 
maintains very close and steady delay jitters in almost all cases. 
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                  Figure 2.17   DSR Average Delay Jitter Performance  






















                 Figure 2.18   AODV-LL Average Delay Jitter Performance  
 From the graphs we see that in all protocols, while the end-to-end delays are in 
the millisecond range, the delay jitters easily go up to a few seconds.  This means the 
bulk of the delay jitter comes from the extra time spent on data packet waiting at 
intermediate nodes, rather than the extra propagation delays due to longer routes.  For 
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this reason, delay jitter is mostly related to the how fast the routing mechanism finds a 
valid route for a waiting data packet, rather than route optimality in terms of how far 
the data packet needs to travel. 























                  Figure 2.19   TORA Average Delay Jitter Performance  
The small delay jitter in AODV-LL again benefits from its efficient distributed 
route repair mechanism.  Because route repair is localized to a small region in AODV-
LL, in the event of link failure, smaller extra delay is required for a data packet waiting 
till the new path is up, and such extra delay is less sensitive to the length of the route or 
where the broken link locates along the route.  In source routing schemes such as DSR, 
once a link breaks, the entire downstream of the route needs to be re-established.  
When the broken link is far from the destination, such route repair could take a long 
time that adds large variation to the overall average delay.  In DSDV-SQ and TORA, 
the massive route update broadcasts and complex routing algorithm limit their ability 
to keep up with higher mobility.  This explains the sudden increase of delay jitter at 
smaller pause times shown in Figure 2.20. 
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        Figure 2.20   Comparison of Average Delay Jitter Performance 
                      (20 Connections) 
2.4.5 Remarks and Limitations 
With similar simulation settings as in the classic review MobileCom’98 paper 
[1], we obtain similar results as those presented in [1] provided some differences due 
to the ns-2 and protocol codes evolution.  In particular, the AODV-LL in our 
simulations incurs much less routing overhead than the version of AODV-LL used in 
[1].  This is because the model implementation codes of AODV-LL have been 
improved much over the version used in [1], reflecting the evolution of the AODV 
specifications over a few Internet Drafts since the publishing of [1].  The use of better 
pacing in route discoveries and the introduction of expanding ring search algorithm in 
the current implementation significantly reduce the routing overhead of AODV-LL. 
The control overhead measured in the number of bytes is not accounted in this 
project, because it is highly dependent on software implementation for the given 
simulation platform.  As a distributed effort from many researchers, the protocol 
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implementation codes in ns-2 at the current stage do not adhere strictly to the 
constantly evolving protocol specifications such as the control packet structures and 
sizes.  Taking the consistent approach as majority of prior works, this project examines 
only the control overhead in the number of packets, which is a clear indication of how 
often mobile nodes need to exchange information in order for the routing protocol to 
operate properly.  In Chapter 3 and 4, we derive a few variants of the AODV protocol 
with some enhanced features, without altering the structures and sizes of the AODV 
control packets.  Therefore when comparing their control overheads, counting the 
number of control bytes would not give significantly different results. 
2.4.6 Accuracy of Simulation Estimates 
As described in Methodology (Section 2.3.2), the simulation for each 
combination of mobile speed and traffic load is run over 10 different randomly 
generated node movement scenario files.  Each run covers a long period of 900 
simulated seconds.  The end result for each combination is an average over the 10 
outputs from the 10 runs.  The purpose of all these is to minimize errors due to 
inconsistencies in certain scenario files generated.  From the experience in [1], results 
from such simulation settings are internally consistent [1]. 
While mathematical verification or physical prototyping incurs tremendous 
complication and constraints, simulation provides a relatively simple and fast 
characterization process.  Indeed, simulations are estimates, and the results depend 
heavily on the scenario and environment settings.  What we are trying to achieve here, 
is to establish a common simulation environment for all the different routing 
algorithms, to evaluate and compare their characteristics on a fair basis.  The results of 
such experiment may not be exactly realistic, but they do provide important insights 
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As the outcome of on-going research effort, many routing protocols for 
MANETs have been proposed in recent years.  In this chapter, we have reviewed 
different classifications of MANET routing protocols analysing their key 
characteristics and relative strengths and weaknesses.  We then focus our studies on 
four early MANET routing protocols: DSDV, DSR, AODV and TORA outlining their 
distinct approaches in details and evaluating their performance through simulations 
using ns-2.  The comparison among the four protocols show that on-demand 
algorithms like DSR and AODV-LL are very efficient and well adapted to different 
mobility and traffic load cases, while DSDV has its limits on refreshing routing 
information according to fast changing topology, and TORA needs to improves on its 
overhead congestion resolution. 
 




EXPLOITING ROUTE REDUNDANCY 
 
This chapter explores the idea of route redundancy to improve the overall 
robustness of MANET routing protocols.  Briefly addressing the background and 
motivation for this part of the project, the chapter first gives a detailed review of the 
structure and operations of AODV as the base protocol for our enhancement.  The 
systematic design of AODV-RR by incorporating redundant routes mechanism into 
AODV is then described fully.  Lastly, the performance of the new protocol AODV-
RR is evaluated and compared to that of AODV. 
 
3.1 Background and Motivation 
Many of MANET applications, such as e-conferencing and disaster recovery 
teamwork, involve not only exchange of data and information, but also real-time 
interaction among different users.  In such scenarios, the need to support time-critical 
multimedia traffic over the dynamic wireless topology brings challenges to the 
robustness of MANET routing protocols.  While conventional protocols focused 
mainly on performance metrics like packet delivery ratio, routing overhead, and path 
optimality in terms of the number of hops, parameters in the delay aspect such as route 
establishment latency and route re-discovery latency tend to be neglected.  In the 
requirement of real-time traffic, delay performance becomes important in measuring 
the robustness of MANET routing protocols. 
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Protocols built on different mechanisms behave differently in the delay aspect.  
Proactive schemes like DSDV constantly maintain routing information regardless of 
traffic demand.  Routes are immediately ready for use at any time when needed.  
Hence the delay in route discovery is theoretically zero.  However, when mobility 
increases, the periodic network-wide updates in such proactive schemes fail to keep the 
routing information up-to-date and hence severely degrade data throughput.  
Therefore, proactive schemes have minimum route discovery latency but are, in 
general, too inefficient to support intensive real-time traffic.  On the other hand, 
demand-driven schemes like DSR and AODV are more cost-effective and ensure good 
data throughput in all mobility cases, despite the fact that some delays in route 
discovery and repair are inevitable in these schemes.  This part of the project seeks to 
explore mechanisms to reduce route discovery or repair latencies in demand-driven 
protocols in order to achieve improved robustness at minimum cost.  AODV is chosen 
as the base protocol for enhancement. 
In the unicast operation of AODV, a packet is either dropped or buffered 
waiting for repair if it encounters a link break midway along an established route 
according to routing tables.  For time-critical multimedia traffic, such delay incurred 
due to retransmission or waiting is least desirable.  By incorporating some degree of 
route redundancy and maintaining multiple routes for a single source/destination pair, 
the interrupted traffic flow can be switched from the broken primary route to an 
alternative backup route at the point of link failure, thus not only improving the overall 
data throughput, but also more importantly eliminating possible delay in waiting or 
retransmission.  This is the basic rational behind the redundant routes mechanism. 
The work on backup routing in MANETs presented in [18] is one of the first to 
explore the use of backup routes to salvage data packets at the point of link breakage.  
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The proposed scheme AODV-BR [18] establishes fish-spine shaped mesh of 1-hop 
alternative routes by promiscuously overhearing packets transmitted by neighbouring 
nodes.  When a link failure is detected, the data packet is broadcast to all neighbours in 
the hope that some of these neighbours may carry an alternative 1-hop path to the 
destination bypassing the broken link.  Rather, the AODV-BR proposed by [18] is a 
simplistic and non-systematic scheme.  Strictly, the fish-spine structure of the primary 
and 1-hop alternative routes is an incomplete mesh, providing only one route for any 
source/destination pair.  The route switching is done by last-minute broadcast of the 
data packet to all neighbours without precise knowledge of the backup route being 
selected.  In contrast, our design is a systematic algorithm for developing multiple 
routes between a given source/destination pair, as well as switching data flow from the 
broken primary route to an properly maintained alternative.  We implement this new 
design based on AODV, and name the new scheme as AODV with Redundant Routes 
(AODV-RR). 
 
3.2 AODV in Details 
In this section we review the structure and operation of AODV in more details.  
We examine the ns-2 simulation codes of AODV for ns-2 version 2.1b7 [17], which 
basically conforms to the AODV Internet Draft version 7 [29].  We first look at the 
structure of the AODV routing table as well as its control packets.  With an overview 
of AODV operation by illustration, we then decompose the AODV operation into 
several event-triggered actions in handling various control packets.  These are the 
features we will base our modifications on later.   
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3.2.1 Routing Table and Control Packets 
Each AODV routing entry consists of the fields listed in Table 3.1.   
Table 3.1   AODV Routing Table Entry Fields 
Field Remarks 
Destination Address Address of destination of this route 
Destination Sequence Number Sequence number for the destination 
Next Hop Address Address of next-hop along this route 
Hop Count Number of hops to the destination 
Lifetime Expiration time of this route 
Flags Routing flags 
Precursor List List of previous-hops who have recently used this 
route, for route maintenance 
RREQ Timeout, RREQ Count,                    
Last RREQ TTL, Route 
Discovery Latency History  
For Expanding Ring Search in route discovery; 
RREQ propagation radius and timeout are 
increased gradually in subsequent attempts to save 
routing overhead 
 
As a distributed scheme, AODV maintains only the next-hop address and the 
hop count of each route to a destination, instead of the entire route as done in source 
routing schemes such as DSR.  This approach reduces storage overhead and localizes 
protocol reaction to topology change.  In addition, AODV uses destination sequence 
number to achieve loop-freedom.  The lifetime field allows automatic deletion of stale 
routes without additional service.  The precursor list is built so that upstream nodes can 
be notified instantly once a link break is detected.  The RREQ timeout and propagation 
radius (TTL) in subsequent route request attempts are increased gradually according to 
past RREQ propagation radius (TTL), applying the expanding ring search algorithm to 
save overhead. 
Table 3.2 shows the AODV control packet structures.  AODV basically uses 
three types of control packets: RREQ, RREP and RRER messages. 
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Table 3.2   AODV Control Packets 
Control 
Packet Fields Remarks 
Type Packet Type = RREQ 
Hop Count Number of hops to the source node issuing RREQ 
Broadcast ID RREQ broadcast ID 
Destination Address Address of requested destination 
Destination 
Sequence Number 
Last known sequence number for the requested 
destination 
Source Address Address of source node issuing RREQ 
Source Sequence 
Number 
Sequence number for source node 
RREQ 
Timestamp Time at which RREQ is sent 
Type Packet Type = RREP 
Hop Count Number of hops to the requested destination 
Destination Address Address of requested destination 
Destination 
Sequence Number 
Sequence number for the requested destination 
Source Address Address of source node which issued RREQ 
Lifetime Lifetime of RREP being valid 
RREP 
Timestamp Time at which the corresponding RREQ is sent 
Type Packet Type = RERR 
Unreachable 
Destination Address 
Address of the unreachable destination due to the 




Last known sequence number for the unreachable 
destination due to the detected link failure 
 
Each of the three types of control packets contains a field indicating the type of 
the control packet.  The RREQ message is used for route discovery.  The source node 
issuing the RREQ fills in the address and the last-known sequence number for the 
requested destination so that the destination nodes upon receiving the RREQ can 
recognize and acknowledge.  The source address and hop count are intended for all 
nodes receiving the RREQ to establish reverse routes from themselves to the source 
node.  The broadcast ID is important for ensuring loop-freedom in the reverse routes 
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by making each node accept only one copy of the RREQ message and discard all 
duplicates of the same RREQ message.  The timestamp field in RREQ records the time 
at which the RREQ is sent, meant for computing route discovery latency later.   
On the other hand, the RREP message is generated by the destination in reply 
to the request upon receipt of the RREQ from the source.  The RREP contains the 
number of hops to the destination as well as the address and sequence number of the 
destination, allowing all nodes receiving the RREP to establish forward routes to this 
destination.  The lifetime field in RREP indicates how long the forward routes should 
be valid.  The timestamp in RREP is actually inherited from the RREQ being 
corresponded to, intended for the source node to compute route discovery latency later.  
As RREP is unicast back to the source along the reverse route, no broadcast ID for 
RREP is needed. 
Lastly the RERR message (equivalent to UREP message mentioned in AODV 
introduction in Chapter 1) is used to notify neighbouring nodes of a detected link 
failure during route maintenance.  The RERR contains the address and last-known 
sequence number of the unreachable destination due to the link failure.  By sending 
RERR to upstream nodes in the broken route’ s precursor list, the topology change 
information is propagated back to the affected source nodes, which forces updates of 
corresponding route information. 
3.2.2 An Overview By Illustration 
 The AODV operation consists of two phases: route discovery and route 
maintenance, which are illustrated by Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, respectively.  In 
these diagrams, a mobile node is denoted by a square box; the source and destination 
nodes are marked by S and D respectively. 







       Figure 3.1   Illustration of AODV Route Discovery 
 The AODV route discovery initiates with the source node broadcasting RREQ 
to all surrounding neighbours, and completes with the destination unicasting RREP 
back to the source in reply to the request received.  In our illustration, all nodes 
receiving the RREQ message, in other words each of nodes 1~10 and the destination D 
create a reverse route in their routing tables to the source S, using the previous-hop of 
the RREQ message as the next-hop of the reverse route.  Depending on the distance 
between S and D, the source S may try several attempts re-broadcasting RREQ, with 
gradually increasing RREQ propagation radius (TTL) following the expanding ring 
search algorithm.  The RREQ broadcast ID ensures each node accepts and forwards 
only one and the first copy of RREQ, hence preventing duplicated broadcasts and most 
importantly formation of loops in reverse routes.  Therefore, as a result of RREQ 
broadcast, all neighbouring nodes create unique and shortest reverse routes to the 
source.  Upon receipt of the RREQ, the destination D generates a RREP message and 
unicasts it back to the source S along the newly created reverse route.  All nodes 
receiving the RREP, in other words, node 3 and the source S establish a forward route 
in their routing tables to the destination D, using the previous-hop of the RREP 




















       Figure 3.2   Illustration of AODV Route Maintenance 
 The AODV route maintenance makes use of the RERR message together with 
the route precursor list feature.  Consider the case in our illustration as shown in 
Figure 3.2 where three sources S1 ~ S3 have established forward routes to a destination 
D through node 1 and 2.  As node 1 and 2 forward data packets from S1 ~ S3 to D, they 
update the precursor list of the route to D in their routing tables by inserting the 
previous-hops of the data packets.  When node 2 detects its link to D has broken, it 
generates a RERR message containing D as the unreachable destination and forwards 
it to all neighbours in the precursor list of its broken route to D.  All nodes receiving 
the RERR will bring down any of their routes to D whose next-hops are the same as 
the previous-hops of the RERR received, and continue to forward the RERR to all 
nodes in the precursor lists of these routes they have brought down.  This forwarding 
of RERR continues until the precursor list of the broken route is empty.  In this way, 
upstream nodes of a broken route are quickly informed of the downstream breakage 
and are forced to update their routing information. 
 In the next few sections we examine the AODV operation in terms of separate 
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3.2.3 Upon Receipt of RREQ 
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A node only accepts a RREQ message if it is neither the source that issued this 
RREQ nor it has heard this Broadcast ID before.  The node next creates or updates a 
reverse route to the source in its routing table with the information carried in the 
RREQ, either if there is no existing such reverse route, or if the existing reverse route 
has an older sequence number or same sequence number but larger routing metric than 
those carried by the incoming RREQ.  Lastly the node replies to the route request if it 
is either the destination or has a valid route to the destination.  In case it is the 
destination, it sends a RREP back to the source with a newly incremented sequence 
number for itself; otherwise if it is an intermediate node, it fills the RREP with the 
sequence number for that destination recorded in its routing table.  In both cases, the 
node discards the RREQ received.  Other nodes (that cannot reply to the request) 
simply proceed to re-broadcast the RREQ to their neighbours. 
3.2.4 Upon Receipt of RREP 
 Figure 3.4 shows the handling of an incoming RREP message.  As RREP is 
unicast from the requested destination back to source, each node receiving the RREP 
creates or updates a forward route from itself to the destination in its routing table with 
the information carried in the RREP, either if there is no existing such forward route, 
or if the existing forward route has an older sequence number or same sequence 
number but larger routing metric than those carried by the incoming RREP.  If the 
source node receives the RREP, it simply discards the RREP.  Otherwise, if an 
intermediate node receives the RREP, it continues to forward RREP back to the source 
through a reverse route established previously.  In both cases, any data packets queuing 
for that destination are sent on the newly created forward route. 
 

















          Figure 3.4   AODV RREP Handling Routine 
3.2.5 Upon Receipt of RERR 
 Figure 3.5 shows the handling of an incoming RERR message.  Upon 
receiving a RERR message, a node locates and invalidates the route to the unreachable 
destination in its routing table whose next-hop is the neighbour from which the RERR 
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list, if any, to notify them about the route breakage.  If there are data packets queuing 
for the unreachable destination, only those data packets for which this node is the 
source are salvaged and retained in the queue for further waiting.  Other data packets 
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3.2.6 Route Resolution 
 Figure 3.6 shows how data packets are serviced.  The node first checks its 
routing table for any valid route to the destination of the data packet.  If such a route 
exists, the data packet is forwarded.  Otherwise, the node queues the data packet if it is 
the source of this data packet; or, as an intermediate node for the data packet, this node 









     Figure 3.6   AODV Route Resolution For Data Packets 
3.2.7 Route Breakage Control 
 Figure 3.7 shows the action taken when a route breakage is detected.  In 
AODV-LL, a link failure is detected when the MAC layer fails to deliver a packet to a 
next-hop neighbour.  In such an event, the routing protocol quickly increments the 
sequence number for the unreachable destination, and proceeds to invalidate the route 
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          Figure 3.7   AODV Route Breakage Control 
 The AODV proposal [29] defines the local repair mechanism, which allows 
intermediate nodes to initiate route request to repair a broken route locally, if the 
breakage point is nearer to the destination end.  According to the AODV simulation 
codes, however, the local repair mechanism does not show significant performance 
improvement so far.  Therefore the local repair mechanism has been disabled in the 
current AODV simulation codes, and similarly in our later enhanced version of 
AODV-RR simulation codes. 
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3.3 Route Redundancy Strategies 
 The idea of route redundancy seeks to supply backup routes for switching the 
traffic flow with minimum latency when the primary route fails.  For this mechanism 
to work, multiple routes must be established for a given source/destination pair.  We 
consider several possible methods for building redundant routes into AODV. 
3.3.1 Exploiting RREQ Broadcast 
 We first think of creating multiple reverse routes from each intermediate node 
to the source node, as a means to create multiple forward routes later.  This can be 
achieved by allowing each node to accept more than one copy of RREQ messages 
during the RREQ broadcast. Subsequently the destination can send multiple RREP 
messages back to the source acknowledging the multiple reverse routes created, hence 







 Figure 3.8   Multiple Reverse Routes From RREQ Broadcast 
 In the above illustration, by accepting more copies of RREQ messages from 
both node 3 and node 2, D creates two reverse routes back to S through node 3 and 
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these reverse routes, S eventually establishes multiple forward routes, from S to D 
through node 3 and node 1 correspondingly. 
 After some preliminary experiments, we realize a few difficulties with this 
approach.  Firstly, multiple RREP messages introduce a substantial amount of 
overhead considering the scope of RREQ broadcast.  Secondly, as the multiple RREQs 
come in at different time instants, handling of different sequence numbers of the 
corresponding multiple RREPs requires complex algorithms.  Lastly but definitely 
most importantly, accepting multiple RREQ messages may create loops in reverse 







Figure 3.9   Loop in Reverse Route from RREQ Broadcast 
 In the above scenario, by accepting the RREQ forwarded from each other, both 
node 1 and node 2 create a second reverse route from themselves to S through each 
other.  If the links from nodes 1 and 2 to S break, node 1 and node 2 will forward any 
packet to S to each other back and forth endlessly, as wrongly perceived alternatives to 
reach S.  Subsequently, the loop in reverse routes directly causes a loop in the forward 
routes after the RREP unicasts, which will result in endless data packet exchanges 
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3.3.2 Exploiting RREP Broadcast 
 Since accepting multiple copies of any control packets in broadcast inevitably 
causes routing loops, we abandon the previous approach and consider making use of 
RREP broadcast as a means to build redundant routes.  Since existing controlled 
RREQ broadcast effectively establishes a unique shortest reverse route from each node 
to the source, a broadcast of RREP in a same controlled manner should similarly 
establish a unique shortest forward route from each node to the destination.  We can 
imagine the result of such RREQ broadcast and RREP broadcast as the growth of two 
spanning trees of routes rooted at the source and the destination respectively, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.10.  The branches of these two trees intersect at multiple points, 
creating multiple alternative paths connecting nodes at the various intersection points 







Figure 3.10   Multiple Forward Routes from RREP Broadcast 
 In the above illustration, the RREQ broadcast from S creates a tree of unique 
shortest reverse routes from nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 to S; whereas the RREP broadcast 
from D creates a tree of unique shortest forward routes from nodes 3, 5, 7, 2, 1, 8, 9 to 
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unicasting RREP messages back to S from the different intersection points at nodes 3, 
2 and 8, upstream nodes such as nodes 1 and S eventually establish multiple forward 
routes to D, through nodes 3, 2 and 8 respectively.  The shortest forward route 
S→3→D becomes the primary route, and the alternative paths S→1→2→D and 
S→1→8→2→D serve as backup routes once the primary route fails.   
It does not matter if some of these alternative routes have common links, such 
as link 2→D shared by alternate routes S→1→2→D and S→1→8→2→D in the above 
example.  Given the distributive nature of AODV-RR, each node only sees the next-
hop, and it will create multiple route entries only when it sees multiple different next-
hops to the same destination.  So in our example, node 2 only sees one route to 
destination D through the next-hop D, whereas node 1 sees two next-hops: 2 and 8 that 
both lead to D.  In other words, node 2 has only one choice when routing packets to D, 
while node 1 has two choices.  Essentially, common links are where multiple routes 
merge and defeat the benefit of route redundancy.  If a common link breaks, the 
upstream node has no choice but to trigger the route repair. 
  Despite the expected increase in the routing overhead due to RREP broadcast, 
the above method a simple and reliable way to build route redundancy, not only from 
the source to the destination, but also from all nodes under the overlapping coverage of 
the two spanning trees to the destination.  This approach requires minimum 
modification to the existing AODV route discovery procedure and protocol structure.  
The controlled RREP broadcast is simple to implement.  The major remaining design 
issue is how such multiple routes are managed in the routing table.  Next we present 
our new scheme AODV-RR with systematic algorithms for creating and maintaining 
redundant routes in detail. 
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3.4 AODV with Redundant Routes (AODV-RR) 
 We adopt the above mentioned method of creating redundant routes from 
RREP broadcast, and develop systematic algorithms for storing, selecting and 
managing these redundant routes in the routing table.  In the next few sections, we first 
examine the routing table structure and control packet formats of the new scheme 
AODV-RR, next overview its operation by illustration, and last describe its behaviour 
in terms of handling of various control packets and events, highlighting the differences 
and modification made based on the original AODV (see Section 3.2). 
 
3.4.1 Routing Table and Control Packets 
The original AODV allows a unique freshest and shortest route between each 
source/destination pair.  In contrast, with route redundancy incorporated in the new 
scheme, nodes establish and maintain more than one route to a given destination.  
These multiple route entries to the same destination are distinguished by their different 
next-hops.  They share a same destination sequence number as they point to the same 
destination that issued the RREP messages.  Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 compare the 
route table structures of AODV and AODV-RR by examples. 
AODV Routing Table at node S: 
Route 1: To Dest D1 Nexthop = A Hops = 2 Seqno = 100 … 
Route 2: To Dest D2 Nexthop = B Hops = 3 Seqno = 200 … 
Route 3: To Dest D3 Nexthop = C Hops = 1 Seqno = 300 … 
  …        …      …   …    …  
              Figure 3.11    AODV Routing Table Structure 
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AODV-RR Routing Table at node S: 
Route 1-1: To Dest D1 Nexthop = A Seqno = 100 Hops = 2 Cat = Pri … 
Route 1-2: To Dest D1 Nexthop = B Seqno = 100 Hops = 3 Cat = Alt … 
Route 1-3: To Dest D1 Nexthop = C Seqno = 100 Hops = 3 Cat = Alt … 
Route 2-1: To Dest D2 Nexthop = E Seqno = 200 Hops = 2 Cat = Pri … 
Route 2-2: To Dest D2 Nexthop = A Seqno = 200 Hops = 2 Cat = Alt … 
Route 3-1: To Dest D3 Nexthop = F Seqno = 300 Hops = 1 Cat = Pri … 
Route 3-2: To Dest D3 Nexthop = G Seqno = 300 Hops = 2 Cat = Alt … 
Route 3-3: To Dest D3 Nexthop = B Seqno = 300 Hops = 3 Cat = Alt … 
   …        …      …    …   …  … … 
              Figure 3.12    AODV-RR Routing Table Structure 
For each destination, the shortest route created first is marked as primary route.  
Other subsequent routes to the same destination are marked as alternative routes, for 
use as backup routes once the primary route fails.  Alternative routes carry the same 
destination sequence number as the primary route.  If a route is created with a fresher 
destination sequence number, it replaces the old primary route for that destination, and 
deletes all corresponding old alternative routes in the routing table too.  Since 
alternative routes are always created later than the primary route, they have larger or 
equal number of hops away from the destination compared to the primary route.  Two 
or more alternative routes to a same destination may have equal hop counts.  When 
selecting a backup route from these alternatives, the alternative route entry that is 
newer in time is preferred.  For example (see Figure 3.12), in the event that primary 
route 1-1 breaks, the latest alternative route 1-3 is preferred over 1-2 despite the same 
hop counts.  We define the collection of the primary and alternative routes to a same 
destination as a “ route group”  from the current node to that destination. 
As listed in Table 3.3, the format of AODV-RR route entries is similar to that 
of AODV’ s (see Table 3.1) but with some additional fields and differences. 
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Table 3.3   AODV-RR Routing Table Entry Fields 
Field Remarks 
Destination Address Address of destination of this route 
Destination Sequence Number Sequence number for the destination 
Next Hop Address Address of next-hop along this route 
Hop Count Number of hops to the destination 
Lifetime Expiration time of this route 
Flags Routing flags 
Route Category (Cat) Flag  Category of route: Primary or Alternate 
Route Acknowledged Flag 
(Ack) 
Indicates if this reverse route has been 
acknowledged with a unicast RREP 
Precursor List List of previous-hops who have recently used this 
route, for route maintenance 
RREQ Timeout, RREQ Count,                    
Last RREQ TTL, Route 
Discovery Latency History  
For Expanding Ring Search in route discovery; 
RREQ propagation radius and timeout are 
increased gradually in subsequent attempts to save 
routing overhead 
 
 Leaving the original AODV routing flags field intact, two additional flags are 
added to each AODV-RR routing table entry: Route Category Flag and Route 
Acknowledged Flag.  The Route Category Flag marks the category of this route, either 
primary or alternative.  Primary routes are shortest and created first.  Alternative routes 
are created subsequently with same sequence number for that destination.  The Route 
Acknowledged Flag indicates whether a reverse route has been acknowledged by 
sending a RREP in unicast back to source.  This is to prevent each reverse route from 
being acknowledged more than once with a RREP carrying the same destination 
sequence number, which otherwise causes wastage of system resources and control 
overhead.  For all forward routes, the Route Acknowledged Flag is set. 
In the context of redundant route, the hop count field of each route entry may 
not be the shortest distance from this node to the destination.  Rather it is the actual 
distance to the destination along the primary or alternative route, which may not be 
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optimal.  Associating a precursor list to every route entry requires more storage 
overhead.  In addition, the sharing or inheritance of precursor lists among routes within 
a route group becomes difficult to handle, since the primary and alternative routes have 
different service times and lifetimes.  Therefore we abandon the use of precursor lists 
in AODV-RR.  Instead of unicasting RERRs to all nodes in the precursor list during 
the route breakage control phase, we rely on 1-hop broadcasts of RERRs to propagate 
link breakage information to all affected nodes nearby.  This method is much easier to 
implement and it greatly reduces the overhead from transmitting RERR messages. 
Table 3.4 shows the AODV-RR control packet formats.  Compared to AODV 
(see Table 3.2), AODV-RR introduces a new type of RREP message meant for 
broadcast.  To differentiate the two types of RREP messages, we denote the RREP for 
broadcast as RREP-b, and the original RREP for unicast as RREP-u.   
The RREP-b is the same as the RREP-u except for an extra RREP Broadcast 
ID field for controlling its broadcast.  In contrast to the RREQ Broadcast ID field in 
the RREQ message, the RREP Broadcast ID is issued by the destination, whereas the 
former is issued by the source.  The RREP-u carries the same destination sequence 
number as RREP-b, since they originate from the same destination. 
The RERR message in AODV-RR is identical to that in AODV.  However, it is 
to be noted that the RERR in AODV-RR is meant for 1-hop broadcast, whereas the 
RERR in the original AODV is for unicast.  In AODV-RR, broadcast and forwarding 
of RERR messages is limited among those upstream nodes affected by the link 
breakage only.  Hence no broadcast ID is necessary for controlling the RERR in 
AODV-RR.  The TTL of RERR broadcast is always set to one. 
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Table 3.4   AODV-RR Control Packets 
Control 
Packet Fields Remarks 
Type Packet Type = RREQ 
Hop Count Number of hops to the source node issuing RREQ 
Broadcast ID RREQ broadcast ID 
Destination Address Address of requested destination 
Destination 
Sequence Number 
Last known sequence number for the requested 
destination 
Source Address Address of source node issuing RREQ 
Source Sequence 
Number 
Sequence number for source node 
RREQ 
Timestamp Time at which RREQ is sent 
Type Packet Type = RREP 
Hop Count Number of hops to the requested destination 
Broadcast ID RREP broadcast ID 
Destination Address Address of requested destination 
Destination 
Sequence Number 
Sequence number for the requested destination 
Source Address Address of source node which issued RREQ 
Lifetime Lifetime of RREP being valid 
RREP-b 
Timestamp Time at which the corresponding RREQ is sent 
Type Packet Type = RREP 
Hop Count Number of hops to the requested destination 
Destination Address Address of requested destination 
Destination 
Sequence Number 
Sequence number for the requested destination 
Source Address Address of source node which issued RREQ 
Lifetime Lifetime of RREP being valid 
RREP-u 
Timestamp Time at which the corresponding RREQ is sent 
Type Packet Type = RERR 
Unreachable 
Destination Address 
Address of the unreachable destination due to the 




Last known sequence number for the unreachable 
destination due to the detected link failure 
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3.4.2 An Overview By Illustration 
 To incorporate route redundancy, the route discovery and maintenance of 
AODV-RR significantly differ from those in AODV.  We overview these operations 







   Figure 3.13   Illustration of AODV-RR Route Discovery 
 The source S initiates route discovery by broadcasting RREQ.  As the RREQ 
floods the network, nearby nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9 create unique shortest reverse routes 
from themselves to S.  The RREQ broadcast is controlled such that each node accepts 
only one and first copy of RREQ they hear.  The first copy of RREQ received by the 
destination D (from node 3) triggers the broadcast of RREP-b immediately after D 
creates a reverse route to S in its routing table.  With a TTL equal to the number of 
hops to S indicated in the RREQ (=2), the RREP-b broadcast is controlled in the same 
manner as the RREQ broadcast, causing nearby nodes 3, 5, 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 to establish 
unique shortest forward routes to D.  The above two spanning trees from RREQ and 
RREP-b broadcasts interact with each other according to following basic rules:   
• When a node accepts a RREQ, it always creates a shortest reverse route back to 
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from a previous RREP-b/u, the node unicasts an RREP-u back to S 
acknowledging the new reverse route, and stops broadcasting the RREQ further.  
Otherwise, the node proceeds to broadcast the RREQ to its neighbours. 
• When a node accepts an RREP-b, it always creates a fresh shortest forward route 
to D.  If the node already has a valid but unacknowledged reverse route to S 
created from a previous RREQ, it unicasts an RREP-u back to S along the 
unacknowledged reverse route.  In any case, the node proceeds to broadcast the 
RREP-b to its neighbours unless the TTL of the RREP-b becomes zero. 
• When a node accepts an RREP-u, it always creates a fresh shortest forward route 
to D.  If the node already has a valid but unacknowledged reverse route to S 
created from a previous RREQ, it forwards the RREP-u back to S along the 
unacknowledged reverse route; otherwise it simply discards the RREP-u.   
 For example, node 2 first creates a reverse route to S through node 1 from the 
RREQ broadcast.  Later upon receiving the RREP-b from D, node 2 creates a forward 
route to D, and unicasts an RREP-u back to S along the unacknowledged reverse route 
through node 1.  In addition, node 2 further forwards the RREP-b in broadcast to its 
neighbours.  As a result, node 8 receives the RREP-b and creates a forward route from 
itself to D.  Since node 8 already has a reverse route created earlier, it also unicasts an 
RREP-u back to S along the unacknowledged reverse route.  Correspondingly, node 1 
will receive two consecutive copies of RREP-u messages from node 2 first and node 8 
next respectively.  Hence node 1 establishes two forward routes to D, one through 
node 2 as primary route, and the other through node 8 as alternative.  After creating the 
primary forward route, node 1 forwards the RREP-u back to S acknowledging its 
reverse route.  The second copy of RREP-u is discarded since node 1 has no 
unacknowledged reverse route to S.  Therefore, the source S only sees the availability 
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of a forward route to D through node 1, not knowing further redundant routes from 
node 1 downwards.  In other words, in such a distributed protocol as AODV-RR, each 
node is aware of route redundancy at its immediate next-hop only.  In the above 
example, prior to the knowledge of forward route to D through node 1, S also has 
received RREP-u from node 3.  Consequently S establishes two forward routes to D, 
the primary through node 3, and one alternative through node 1. 
 There is one exception when forwarding RREP-u.  If the node receives an 
RREP-b from the next-hop of its unacknowledged reverse route, the RREP-u is never 
forwarded along the reverse route.  This prevents the formation of routing loops 
between this node and the next-hop of its reverse route.  An example of this case is 
node 9 in our illustration; when it receives the RREP-b from node 2, it does not unicast 
an RREP-u back to S, because the next-hop of its reverse route to S is through node 2. 
 Figures 3.14(a~c) illustrate the route maintenance in AODV-RR.  With 
multiple forward routes established, the primary route is always preferred over 
alternative routes.  So in our example, initially the source S sends all its data packets to 
D along its primary route to D through node 3.  We explain the protocol reactions in a 
few cases when different links break. 
In general, with redundant routes established, the breakage of a single next-hop 
link does not render the destination unreachable, unless all routes in the route group are 
down.  Therefore, the RERR propagation is triggered only after all routes in the route 
group to that destination have broken.  If the next-hop link of the one route breaks, the 
node switches the traffic flow to the next optimal valid alternative route, and triggers a 
RERR broadcast to upstream nodes only if no more alternative routes are available. 
 








Figure 3.14(a)   Illustration of AODV-RR Route Maintenance  








Figure 3.14(b)   Illustration of AODV-RR Route Maintenance  
    (Link 1→2 Breaks) 
As shown in Figure 3.14(a), when link 3→D breaks, since node 3 does not 
have any alternative route to D, it broadcasts RERR to its neighbours.  Upon receiving 
the RERR from node 3, S invalidates its primary route to D through node 3, and 
switches its traffic flow for D onto the next optimal valid alternative route to D through 
node 1.  S does not further broadcast the RERR because the link break at 3→D does 
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with no valid routes to D through node 3 will not further broadcast the RERR.  This 
applies to D itself too. 
 As shown in Figure 3.14(b), when link 1→2 breaks, node1 still has valid 
alternative route to D through node 8.  So node 1 silently invalidates the broken route, 
and switches its traffic flow for D over onto the next shortest alternative route to D 
through node 8, without further broadcasting the RERR. 
 As shown in Figure 3.14(c), when link 2→D breaks, node 2 has no alternative 
choice but to broadcast RERR to notify its upstream nodes 1 and node 8 about the 
unreachable destination D.  Node 8 in turn invalidates its only route to D through node 
2, and forwards the RERR to node 1.  After receiving RERRs from both node 2 and 
node 8, node 1 invalidates all its routes to D, and thus further broadcasts the RERR to 
the source S.  With this last alternative route to D through node 1 broken, S will be 








Figure 3.14(c)   Illustration of AODV-RR Route Maintenance  
    (Link 2→D Breaks) 
 In summary, the introduction of route redundancy provides immediate backup 
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AODV-RR, backup routes are built and selected automatically at every intermediate 
node without the supervision of the source.  These key characteristics help greatly 
reduce the need for packets waiting in buffer and the likelihood of packet being 
dropped, hence resulting in smaller end-to-end delay and larger data delivery ratio. 
3.4.3 On Receipt of RREQ 
 The flowchart in Figure 3.15 outlines the handling of an incoming RREQ in 
AODV-RR.  Using the same format of RREQ message and the same RREQ broadcast 
mechanism as in AODV, the processing of an incoming RREQ in AODV-RR is 
basically similar.  However, modifications are made for handling different categories 
of routes (primary/alternative) and their status (Acked/UnAcked), as well as the 
different kinds of RREP response being triggered, in the context of redundant routes. 
Only non-source nodes accept RREQ and each node accepts RREQ only once.  
It is to be noted that, unlike the use of multiple acknowledgements in creating multiple 
forward routes, the creation of reverse routes solely relies on the controlled broadcast 
of RREQ.  Therefore each node creates only one primary shortest reverse route to the 
source.  The node marks the newly created reverse route as unacknowledged to prepare 
for incoming RREPs in the future.  Before proceeding, the node must delete any stale 
routes with older sequence numbers to the source from its routing table; because 
although no redundancy is built for reverse routes, there may exist redundant forward 




























          Figure 3.15   AODV-RR RREQ Handling Routine 
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If this node is the requested destination, the reception of the RREQ triggers an 
RREP-b broadcast for building route redundancy.  Otherwise, if this node has a valid 
primary or reverse forward route to the requested destination, it must ensure that the 
RREQ did not come in from the next-hop of any existing valid forward routes to the 
requested destination before it unicasts a RREP-u to acknowledge the reverse route, to 
prevent potential routing loops.  In both cases, the previously created reverse route is 
marked as acknowledged.  In addition, the RREQ broadcast stops here.  A node further 
broadcasts the RREQ only if it is unable to acknowledge the route request. 
3.4.4 On Receipt of RREP 
 In order to build route redundancy, AODV-RR uses two subtypes of RREP 
messages: RREP-b for broadcast and RREP-u for unicast.  Despite their differences, 
RREP-b and RREP-u carry essentially the same information regarding the discovered 
destination (see Table 3.4).  Therefore AODV-RR merges the processing of both 
incoming RREP-b and RREP-u into one single routine, as is outlined by the flowchart 
in Figure 3.16. 
Since the incoming RREP may be either a RREP-u from unicast or a RREP-b 
from broadcast, the node must check in the case of an incoming RREP-b and ensure 
that it is not the destination that issued the RREP-b and that only the first copy of 
RREP-b is accepted.  Depending on the incoming RREP and existing routing 
information, the node creates an alternative forward route to the requested destination 
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• There exists a valid forward route to the requested destination; AND 
• This primary route has different next-hop as the RREP previous-hop; AND 
• This primary route has same destination sequence number as the RREP; AND 
• This primary route has smaller or equal hop count than the RREP. 
These conditions ensure that all alternative routes are distinguished by different next-
hops but carry the same destination sequence number and are equal or longer than the 
primary route.  Once the node decides which category of routes (primary or 
alternative) to create, the update of routing information for that particular route is 
based on the same fresher and shorter route preference rule in AODV.  This newly 
created forward route is then marked as acknowledged.  The node must remove all 
stale existing routes in its table to ensure consistency among all its multiple forward 
routes to the same destination. 
 Only non-source nodes need to further forward the RREP.  An incoming 
RREP-b message is always forwarded for further broadcast as long as it has nonzero 
TTL.  In addition, the RREP-b triggers the unicast of an RREP-u message back to the 
source under either of the following two conditions: 
• There exists a valid unacknowledged reverse route; OR 
• A fresher or better primary forward route has been created previously; the reason 
being, the creation of a new primary forward route typically implies a change in 
topology downstream.  Hence it is necessary to notify upstream nodes through 
RREP-u regardless of whether or not the reverse route is acknowledged.   
Apart from the above two conditions, there is one more exception when deciding 
whether the RREP-b should trigger an RREP-u unicast.  If the RREP-b comes in from 
the next-hop of this reverse route, the node must not acknowledge the reverse route 
with an RREP-u, in order to prevent potential routing loops.  On the other hand, an 
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incoming RREP-u message is always forwarded back to the source along a valid 
reverse route if either of the above two same conditions is met, in other words, either if 
there exists an unacknowledged reverse route to the source, or if a new primary 
forward route has been created previously.  If neither of these two conditions holds, the 
RREP-u is dropped. 
3.4.5 On Receipt of RERR 
 Figure 3.17 shows the handling of an incoming RERR message.  In AODV-
RR, a destination becomes unreachable only if all its primary and alternative routes in 
the route group are broken.  Therefore the reception of a RERR from a neighbour 
merely invalidates the route to the destination through this neighbour as next-hop.  It 
does not trigger more RERRs being sent to upstream neighbours, unless there is no 
other valid alternative route available to the destination.  Hence upon receiving a 
RERR message, the node locates and brings down the route to the RERR- listed 
destination through the neighbour from which the RERR comes in.  It then searches for 
any valid shortest newest alternative route to the listed destination.  If such alternative 
is found, the node redirects any queuing data packets onto this new alternative route.  
Otherwise, if no alternative choice is available, the node proceeds as normal to inform 






















       Figure 3.17 AODV-RR RERR Handling Routine 
3.4.6 Route Resolution 
 Figure 3.18 shows how data packets are serviced in AODV-RR.  With route 
redundancy, more routes are available for selection; hence a smaller chance of data 
packets drops.  The node usually starts with the primary shortest route.  If the primary 
route fails, the node automatically tries the next shortest newest alternative available.  
Such attempts are repeated until all routes in the table are broken. 
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  Figure 3.18 AODV-RR Route Resolution For Data Packets 
3.4.7 Link Breakage Control 
 Figure 3.19 shows the protocol reaction to a route breakage.  When AODV-RR 
detects a link failure from MAC layer feedback, it brings down not only the route 
under the unsuccessful attempt, but also all existing routes through this broken link 
using the unreachable neighbour as their next-hops.  To determine whether the link 
failure has caused the destination of the unsuccessful route unreachable, the node 
searches for any valid shortest newest alternative route to that destination.  If such 
alternative route is found, the data flow is switched.  Otherwise, if no alternative 
choice is available, the node notifies upstream nodes about the connection breakage 
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       Figure 3.19 AODV-RR Route Breakage Control 
 
 3.5 Simulation Results 
 To measure the impact of the route redundancy mechanism, we evaluate the 
performance of AODV-RR through simulations in ns-2 and compare with that of 
AODV.  Table 3.5 lists the simulation settings, which are similar to those used in part 
one of the project.  We vary the traffic load level with two different values of packet 
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size: 64/512 bytes, but fixed the number of connections at 20.  We examine the 
protocol performance in terms of not only packet delivery ratio and routing overhead, 
but also the end-to-end delay, delay jitter and route optimality. 
Table 3.5   Summary of Simulation Settings (Part II) 
Parameter Setting 
Number of Mobile Nodes 50 
Movement Area 1500 m × 300 m Flat Rectangular 
Total Simulated Time 900 s 
Movement Model Random Way-point 
Mobile Node Pause Time 0, 30, 60, 120, 300, 600, 900 s 
Maximum Mobile Speed 20 m/s 
Traffic Source Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 
Number of Connections 20 
Packet Size 64, 512 bytes 
Packet Sending Rate 4 packets/s 
Connection Start Time Uniformly Random between 0 ~ 180 s 
Medium Access Control IEEE 802.11 Standard MAC with DCF 
Address Resolution Protocol Approximation of BSD Unix Implementation 
Shared Media Interface Approximation of Lucent WaveLan DSSS Radio 
Mobile Node Antenna Unity-gain, Omni-directional, 1.5m above Ground 
Propagation Model Free-space (near) + Two-ray Ground Reflection (far) 
Routing Protocol AODV-LL, AODV-RR 
Simulator Tool Network Simulator – 2 (ns-2) version allinone-2.1b7 
Platform Redhat Linux 7.0 [27] 
 
3.5.1 Packet Delivery Ratio 
 Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 give the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 
performance of AODV-RR and AODV with respect to mobility under different traffic 
load levels (64-byte and 512-byte respectively).  As expected, in general more packets 
are successfully delivered at lower mobility (larger pause time). 
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    Figure 3.20   PDR Performance of AODV-RR and AODV  
    (64-byte packets) 
 

























    Figure 3.21   PDR Performance of AODV-RR and AODV  
    (512-byte packets) 
 It is evident from the above results that AODV-RR performs better in PDR 
than AODV, and the difference is more significant with larger traffic load.  With route 
redundancy incorporated, AODV-RR can supply backup routes to salvage data packets 
immediately at the point of link failures, hence greatly reducing the chances of data 
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packets being dropped due to unavailability of routes.  With larger data packet size, the 
transmission time for each packet increases.  Topology changes are more likely to 
occur within the transmission time of a packet, increasing the chances of delivery 
failure.  In this case, the presence of redundant routes helps to a larger extent to ensure 
proper delivery of data packets, hence achieving larger performance gain when the 
data packet size is larger.   
In addition, we also observe that for both traffic load levels, the performance 
gain of AODV-RR compared to AODV is most significant in the medium mobility 
range while less when mobility is high or low.  This is because at high mobility, the 
breakage of one route probably accompanies the breakages of many other alternative 
routes in the vicinity too.  The slow on-demand link failure detection causes nodes to 
blindly try alternative routes that are actually down, which degrades the benefit from 
route redundancy at high mobility.  On the other hand, when all nodes move slower, 
less topology changes occur and packets are dropped less frequently.  Therefore 
redundant routes seldom become necessary in this case, causing smaller performance 
gain too. 
3.5.2 Routing Overhead 
 Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23 compare the routing overhead performance of 
AODV-RR and AODV with respect to mobility.  As expected from the on-demand 
nature of both protocols, in general the routing overhead of both AODV-RR and 
AODV increases positively with mobility (decreasing pause time).   
 It is interesting to observe that AODV-RR actually incurs less routing overhead 
than AODV does in all mobility and traffic load cases, despite the fact that AODV-RR 
relies on RREP broadcast to establish route redundancy. 
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Figure 3.22   Overhead Performance of AODV-RR and AODV  
(64-byte packets, 10/20/30 sources) 
 


























Figure 3.23   Overhead Performance of AODV-RR and AODV  
(512-byte packets, 10/15/20 sources) 
 In contrast to our expectation, AODV-RR achieves better PDR performance yet 
at the cost of smaller routing overhead than AODV in all cases.  Despite the use of 
RREP-b broadcast and multiple RREP-u unicasts, AODV-RR works more efficiently 
in delivering more data packets than AODV.  To investigate the reason behind this 
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result, we analyse the composition of each protocol’ s routing overhead and compare 
the usage of different control packets, as shown in Figures 3.24 ~ 3.27.  In the case of 
AODV-RR, we group RREP-b and RREP-u together and treat them both as belonging 
to the RREP category of control packets. 

























      Figure 3.24   Routing Overhead Composition of AODV 
      (64-byte packets, 20 sources) 
 
 
























   Figure 3.25   Routing Overhead Composition of AODV-RR 
   (64-byte packets, 20 sources) 
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                 Figure 3.26   Routing Overhead Composition of AODV 
     (512-byte packets, 20 sources) 
 

























    Figure 3.27   Routing Overhead Composition of AODV-RR 
    (512-byte packets, 20 sources) 
We can see that indeed AODV-RR uses more RREP messages in order to 
support its RREP-b broadcast and multiple RREP-u unicasts.  Meanwhile, however, 
the number of RREQ messages in AODV-RR is much smaller than that in AODV, 
with a margin more than enough to offset the increase in the number of RREP 
messages in AODV-RR, resulting in a smaller gross amount of overhead than AODV.  
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The implication here is that, while requiring more RREP overhead in building route 
redundancy, AODV-RR effectively to a large extent reduces the frequent need for 
nodes to request for routes through broadcast of RREQ messages.  In AODV, RREQ 
messages dominate and flood the network frequently, causing all nodes to create 
shortest reverse routes to the source.  On the other hand, in AODV-RR, RREQ and 
RREP messages take almost equal share in the control overhead, allowing much better 
balance between the creation of reverse routes from surrounding nodes to the source, 
and forward routes from surrounding nodes to the destination. 
In addition, we also observe that AODV-RR incurs slightly more RERR 
messages than AODV does.  This is the result of two forces.  Firstly, the availability of 
alternative routes in AODV-RR reduces the frequency of sending RERR messages.  
Moreover, replacing RERR unicasts to precursor list members in AODV with 1-hop 
RERR broadcast in AODV-RR further reduces the number of RERRs sent per node.  
Secondly, however, with richness in route information, one link failure typically 
affects many nearby nodes and forces them to do route breakage control.  While 
AODV sends RERRs to upstream neighbours who have recently used this broken 
route, AODV-RR informs all upstream neighbours who have this broken link as next-
hop in their routing tables.  This actually increases the scope of RERR propagation.  
Hence the result on RERR reflects the combined effect of the above two factors. 
3.5.3 End-to-End Delay 
 Figure 3.28 and Figure 3.29 reveal the average end-to-end delay experienced 
by data packets in AODV and AODV-RR respectively.  End-to-end delay is the time 
duration from the instant when a data packet is generated and passed down to the route 
layer at the source to the instant when this packet arrives at the routing layer at the 
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destination.  Delay is largely determined by route length along which packets 




















   Figure 3.28   Delay Performance of AODV and AODV-RR 




















   Figure 3.29   Delay Performance of AODV and AODV-RR 
             (512-byte packets) 
 In general, data packets on the average experience larger delay at higher 
mobility.  When nodes move faster, route information becomes out-of-date easily due 
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to frequent topology changes.  More delay is incurred for source nodes to request for 
fresh routes and for data packets to wait or try longer sub-optimal routes. 
 It is clear that AODV-RR produces much smaller end-to-end delay than 
AODV, and the improvement becomes more significant at higher mobility and larger 
traffic load.  By supplying immediate backup routes to carry over data flow at the point 
of link failure, AODV-RR minimizes delay incurred in data packets waiting for the 
route to be recovered.  While the unique forward route in AODV may break easily, the 
subsequent multiple RREP acknowledgements allows AODV-RR to adapt to changing 
topology state over a longer time frame.  In terms of hop counts, some of these 
alternative routes are equally optimal as the primary route.  Therefore, the propagation 
delay along such alternative routes is nearly equal to that along the broken primary 
route.  In summary, the use of redundant routes in AODV-RR minimizes queuing 
delay without significantly enlarging propagation delay. 
3.5.4 Delay Jitter 
Other than the metric End-to-end delay, for multimedia traffic such as video 
streaming and internet radio, the variance of delay or jitter is also a large concern.  
Delay jitter measures the extent to which the end-to-end delay varies across different 
data packets.  We compute the delay jitter as the standard deviation of the end-to-end 
delay across all data packets, and compare the results for AODV and AODV-RR in 
Figures 3.30~3.31. 
In both protocols, smaller delay jitter is incurred when mobility is lower.  When 
there are less frequent topology changes, route information stays valid for longer, and 
less often there are needs for packets to stop and wait at intermediate nodes for route 
repairs that cause extra delays.   
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           Figure 3.30   Delay Jitter Performance Comparison 
        (64-byte packets, 20 connections) 






















          Figure 3.31   Delay Jitter Performance Comparison 
     (512-byte packets, 20 connections) 
 The graphs show that AODV-RR has some slight improvement over AODV in 
terms of delay jitter.  As we have analysed in Section 2.4.4, the route repair 
mechanism in AODV is highly distributive and localized among a small group of 
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nodes near the broken link.  This results in the very efficient route repair mechanism in 
AODV.  AODV-RR inherits the same distributiveness and localization in its route 
repair mechanism from that of AODV.  And on top of that, AODV-RR exploits route 
redundancy to further speed up the provision of alternate routes when links break.  
When in AODV a packet needs to stop at an intermediate node and wait for a new 
route to be created, it may simply be switched to an alternate route in AODV-RR at no 
extra delay.   Essentially, the presence of route redundancy in AODV-RR reduces the 
chances for nodes to create new routes, hence lowering not only the average end-to-
end delay, but also the jitter of such delay, as compared to AODV. 
We can also observe that at higher mobility with pause times below 120s, both 
AODV and AODV-RR see some fluctuations in their delay jitter curves, and AODV-
RR seems to have bigger fluctuations than AODV.  This implies that the delay jitter of 
AODV-RR is more sensitive to increase in mobility as compared to that of AODV.  As 
we know, at high mobility, route information gets obsolete faster.  When mobility 
grows high enough to make multiple routes in the group fail, AODV-RR still needs to 
patiently verify every redundant route one by one until there is no choice left.  The 
more redundant routes AODV-RR keeps, the more extra delay is potentially wasted.  
And such potential is largely dependant on mobility that causes the aging of routes.  
Therefore, high mobility has a greater negative impact on delay jitter performance of 
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3.5.5 Route Optimality 
 We also examine the optimality of routes created by both protocols.  Figure 
3.32 and Figure 3.33 report the distribution of extra hops in actual routes compared to 
shortest optimal routes.  An extra hop of zero indicates that the actual route used is 
equally optimal as the shortest route.  Smaller extra hop means more optimality in 
actual routes. 
The results show no significant difference in route optimality between AODV 
and AODV-RR.  Most of the shortest alternative routes used in AODV-RR are equally 
optimal in terms of hop count as the primary route, which minimizes queuing delay 
while causing no significant increase in propagation delay. 

























       Figure 3.32   Route Optimality of AODV and AODV-RR 
                  (64-byte packets) 
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         Figure 3.33   Route Optimality of AODV and AODV-RR 
                   (512-byte packets) 
3.5.6 Storage and Computational Complexity 
 Essentially, AODV-RR improves robustness by exploring redundant routes 
knowledge, additional to the unique shortest path information in AODV.  Through the 
same AODV route request process, AODV-RR nodes collect and maintain richer 
routes information, which requires more storage and processing capacity as compared 
to AODV nodes. 
The increased storage requirement for AODV-RR nodes is obvious.  For each 
given destination, the AODV-RR routing table in the source node keeps not only the 
single optimal shortest route as in AODV, but also as many the next shortest alternate 
routes as the route table can hold.  In other words, the extent of such redundant route 
information stored by AODV-RR is constrained by either a prescribed capacity limit, 
or by the actual availability of all possible alternate routes, whichever is smaller.  The 
extent of redundant route information directly determines how much more storage is 
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needed in AODV-RR nodes.  Therefore we deduce the following equation relating 
storage space consumptions in AODV-RR and AODV. 
Storage in AODV-RR = N × Storage in AODV ; where,   <3.1> 
N = Smaller of {Prescribed maximum number of routes kept per destination, Average 
number of neighbours around each node in the network}. 
To compare the computational complexity of AODV and AODV-RR, we break 
down the routing algorithms into three phases: route discovery, route maintenance and 
route resolution. Firstly, the route discovery phases in both schemes start with very 
similar route request processes that exploit the same controlled RREQ broadcasts from 
the source node to its neighbours (See Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.13).  The numbers of 
nodes receiving and forwarding the RREQs are the same in both schemes.  During the 
subsequent route reply process, however, AODV only allows those nodes along the 
unique valid forward route to unicast an RREP back to the source; whereas AODV-RR 
allows all nodes potentially linking the destination to the source to return an RREP 
either through controlled broadcast or unicasts.  The number of nodes sending or 
forwarding RREP messages in AODV-RR is equal to the number of nodes within the 
overlapped span region of both the RREQ broadcast tree from the source, and the 
RREP broadcast tree from the destination.  If we suppose nodes are evenly spaced, and 
the destination is d hops away from the source, then only d nodes will forward the 
RREP during AODV route reply process, as compared to (d+1)2-1 nodes in AODV-
RR case.  Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35 illustrate the above estimation.  The average 
value of d equals to half of the network diameter. 
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        Figure 3.34   Single RREP Return Path in AODV 
Secondly, during the route maintenance phase in both AODV and AODV-RR, 
the node at the point of failure link simply sends RERR to notify all upstream nodes. 
The difference is, in AODV, the number of affected upstream nodes is much smaller, 
on the average of d/2, assuming the point of link failure distributes uniformly along the 
unique forward route (See Figure 3.34). In AODV-RR, however, due to route 
redundancy, the number of upstream nodes that need to be notified and engaged in 
receiving and forwarding the RERRs can average to [(d+1)2-1]/2, assuming a uniform 
distribution of the point of link failure within the route mesh shown in Figure 3.35. 
Lastly, during route resolution, AODV simply picks the unique forward route 
when one is needed.  If this route fails, AODV simply proceeds to route creation or 
maintenance.  In AODV-RR, nodes will continue to try the next optimum alternate 
route until there is no more valid choice.  The more alternate routes AODV-RR stores, 
the more routes it may end up trying before considering the destination to be totally out 
of reach.  Therefore, route redundancy actually requires AODV-RR spending more 
effort in validating these multiple routes for each destination.  If we assume fully 
random movement of mobile nodes and equal chance for each route to fail, then the 
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average number of routes that AODV-RR needs to test before it hits a valid route 
roughly equals N/2, where N is again the number route entries stored for each 
destination, or the maximum route cache size for each destination, whichever is 
smaller.  In the case of AODV, N always equals to 1. 
          
   Figure 3.35   Multiple RREP Return Paths in AODV-RR 
 Summarizing the above analysis, if we look across the network from the 
macroscopic view, the computational overhead in AODV-RR will be O[(d+1)2-1], as 
compared to the O[d] in AODV, where O[] denotes the order of, and d averages to be 
half of the network diameter D.  On the other hand, if we examine every node from the 
microscopic view, then the computation overhead in AODV-RR will be N times of 
that in AODV, where N is the smaller of the redundant routes available and allowed 
for each destination as defined in Equation 3.1.  
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3.5.7 Summary 
 In summary, the introduction of route redundancy achieves better performance 
in terms of higher PDR and more importantly smaller end-to-end delay, while costing 
less total control overhead with no significant loss in route optimality.  The penalty for 
these advantages is less stable delay jitter when adapting to high mobility, and 
increased complexity in routing algorithm and storage requirement for mobile nodes. 
 
3.6 Conclusion 
 In this chapter, we have explored the idea of route redundancy to improve the 
robustness of MANET routing protocols, especially in the delay aspect for time-critical 
traffic.  The rational behind this approach is to build multiple routes for each 
source/destination pair so that immediate backup routes can be supplied at the point of 
link failure to salvage time-critical traffic at minimum delay.  We experiment with 
different approaches of building redundant routes, and develop a new scheme AODV-
RR with systematic algorithms to establish, select and maintain such redundant routes.  
We evaluate the performance of the new scheme in comparison with AODV.  It is 
evident from the results that, with route redundancy incorporated, AODV-RR requires 
less control overhead to successfully deliver more data packets within shorter end-to-
end delays.  Albeit slightly less stable delay jitter at high mobility, the reduced end-to-
end delay in AODV-RR is, still an important advantage for time-critical traffic such as 
voice and images over MANET.  Overall, route redundancy is able to improve the 
efficiency and robustness of MANET routing protocols.  The penalty for such 
improvements is increased processing complexity and storage requirement. 
   




ADAPTIVE ROUTE TIMEOUT 
 
 This chapter investigates the impact on performance of making the expiry 
timeouts of routes adaptive to mobility.  The background, motivation and objective for 
this part of project are first described.  Some experiments are next carried out on the 
how adaptive route expiry timeout can influence routing performance.  After 
recognising such effects, the chapter proceeds with more trials to find the optimal 
value of route expiry timeout for each mobility case.  Lastly, the performance of such 
adaptive route timeouts is evaluated and its advantages concluded. 
 
4.1 Background and Motivation 
 In original AODV, a newly created route is given a fixed expiry timeout.  If 
this route has not been used to forward any packet over this timeout interval, the route 
information expires and is removed from the routing table.  Otherwise, every time a 
packet gets forwarded along this route, the route is given another timeout interval over 
which it remains active from the current time instant onward.  The purpose of 
introducing expiry timeouts for routes is to allow automatic deletion of stale routing 
information without requiring special management. 
 Despite different values assignable to them, these expiry timeouts remain fixed 
during the entire protocol operation (simulation), regardless of different mobility or 
traffic conditions.  Route information expires naturally after the same timeout interval 
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no matter how fast nodes move or how frequently topology changes.  At high mobility, 
however, route information becomes out-of-date easily, and nodes need to refresh their 
routing table more often to keep consistency with the network topology.  In this case, 
using a same route expiry timeout as in the low mobility case will cause nodes to 
falsely trust stale routing information until damage is actually incurred upon failing to 
deliver data packets on these routes later. 
In our opinion, Route Expiry Timeout (RET) should relate to mobility.  When 
nodes move faster, the route should expire faster too.  A smaller expiry timeout at high 
mobility will force the stale routing information to be deleted more quickly so that 
nodes can discover fresh routes on a more proactive basis, instead of waiting for 
delivery failures passively.  Based on this reason, we expect the adaptation of route 
expiry timeout to mobility would result in more up-to-date routing information in 
mobile nodes, hence better routing performance, but with potentially larger control 
overhead from the proactive route discoveries at high mobility. 
 This part of the project advances in following three stages.  First, the effect of 
adaptive Route Expiry Timeout (RET) on routing performance is tested.  With such 
impact confirmed, we next seek to find the optimal RET value for different mobility 
cases on an experimental basis.  Lastly, with RET adapted to these optimal values, the 
performance of the routing protocol is evaluated and compared to that of the original 
with fixed RET, with the characteristics of this idea concluded. 
 We base our experiments on both the original AODV and AODV-RR; so that 
any accumulative benefits from adaptive RET on top of that from route redundancy 
can be observed.  Table 4.1 lists common simulation settings used in this part of our 
project; while different maximum mobile speed and RET values are tested in each of 
the three stages. 
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Table 4.1   Summary of Simulation Settings (Part III) 
Parameter Setting 
Number of Mobile Nodes 50 
Movement Area 1500 m × 300 m Flat Rectangular 
Total Simulated Time 900 s 
Movement Model Random Way-point 
Mobile Node Pause Time 0, 30, 60, 120, 300, 600, 900 s 
Maximum Mobile Speed 1, 5, 20 m/s and varies 
Traffic Source Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 
Number of Connections 20 
Packet Size 64, 512 bytes 
Packet Sending Rate 4 packets/s 
Connection Start Time Uniformly Random between 0 ~ 180 s 
Medium Access Control IEEE 802.11 Standard MAC with DCF 
Address Resolution Protocol Approximation of BSD Unix Implementation 
Shared Media Interface Approximation of Lucent WaveLan DSSS Radio 
Mobile Node Antenna Unity-gain, Omni-directional, 1.5m above Ground 
Propagation Model Free-space (near) + Two-ray Ground Reflection (far) 
Routing Protocol AODV, AODV-RR with and without Adaptive RET 
Simulator Tool Network Simulator – 2 (ns-2) version allinone-2.1b7 
Platform Redhat Linux 7.0 [27] 
 
 
4.2 Effect of Adaptive RET 
To investigate the impact of adaptive RET, we first compare the performance 
of different RET values applied on the same protocol, both AODV and AODV-RR.  
We also conduct statistical studies to gain further understanding on how different 
RETs affect the behaviours of the routing protocol. 
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4.2.1 Performance Results 
 We experiment with different values of RET on both AODV and AODV-RR.  
The results are given in Figures 4.1 ~ 4.6. 






















AODV ret = 5s
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
       Figure 4.1   PDR Performance with Different RETs 
64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 




















AODV ret = 5
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
   Figure 4.2   Overhead Performance with Different RETs 
64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
  (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
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AODV ret = 5s
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
        Figure 4.3   PDR Performance with Different RETs 
           512 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
    (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
 



















AODV ret = 5
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
    Figure 4.4   Overhead Performance with Different RETs 
512 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
    (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
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AODV ret = 5s
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
       Figure 4.5   Delay Performance with Different RETs 
 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
    (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 

















AODV ret = 5s
AODV ret = 10s
AODV ret = 50s
AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
       Figure 4.6   Delay Performance with Different RETs 
512 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
    (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
 We reduce the maximum mobile speed to 5 meters per second to set a smaller 
dynamic range for RET values.  From the PDR curves in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3 
we see that firstly, with the help from route redundancy, AODV-RR performs better 
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than AODV in PDR at all values of RET.  Secondly, changes in RET values cause 
larger fluctuations in the PDR curves for AODV then in those for AODV-RR.  This 
implies that to some extent, the multiple backup routes built in AODV-RR do help 
compensate the impact of aging route information, which makes AODV-RR much less 
sensitive towards increasing RET than AODV is.  In fact, at such a small mobile speed 
of 5 m/s, increasing RET from 5s to 10s has so little effect on AODV-RR that its PDR 
curves for these two cases are extremely close.  It is reasonable to expect that, if we set 
a large maximum mobile speed, we would observe some more obvious differences 
among PDR curves for different RET cases. 
However, the above improvement in PDR comes at a heavy penalty of routing 
overhead, as shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4.  Firstly, we observe that given the 
same RET value, AODV-RR actually incurs more routing overhead than AODV.  This 
is because, at such low mobility with the small maximum mobile speed, the number of 
route requests issued by nodes become much less frequent, hence the savings from 
RREQ messages in AODV-RR have been reduced drastically and the increase in 
RREP overhead is no longer compensated.  Secondly, smaller RET values cause 
significantly more routing overhead in AODV-RR, while having little impact on 
overhead in AODV.  This is because in AODV-RR, more frequent expiration of 
routing information directly produces more overhead from widespread RERR 
broadcast in order to propagate the link error information; whereas in AODV with its 
local repair mechanism disabled, invalidating a route proactively or on-demand makes 
not much difference in overhead cost. 
 As far as average end-to-end delay is concerned, AODV-RR still outperforms 
AODV in general; however, no evident difference has been observed in Figure 4.5 and 
Figure 4.6 among cases with difference RET values.  Adaptive RET aims to down-
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limit the degree of freshness of routing information; whereas the average delay only 
encompasses packets delivered successfully.  Since stale routes typically cause data 
packets to be dropped, the average delay is not able to reflect the age of the route 
related to RET. 
4.2.2 Statistical Results 
 In order to gain further insight into how RET values influence routing 
behaviour, we gather statistics about link breaks and route composition, and see how 
these measures vary with different RET values, as given in Figures 4.7 ~ 4.9. 
    



























AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
          Figure 4.7   Average Number of Link Breaks per Unit Call Time 
    AODV-RR, 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
      (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
 The average number of link breaks per unit call time indicates how often a data 
packet encounters delivery failure due to link breakage at the source or intermediate 
nodes, whether or not the data packet gets delivered to the destination eventually.  
With larger values of RET, routing information expires slowly and nodes are less 
frequently forced to update routes.  Consequently, these potentially stale routes may 
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not truly reflect the current topology condition and therefore should increase the 
chances of link failure encountered.  The result in Figure 4.7 agrees with our 
expectation, especially with the large difference between the 50-second RET case and 
the other two smaller RET cases.  The proximity of the results for 5s and 10s RET 
cases implies that, at such as a small mobile speed of 5m/s, increasing RET from 5s to 
10s causes no significant degradation in the freshness of the route cache information 
given the slow topology changes. 
     













AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
        Figure 4.8   Fraction of Routes Found from Table (First Attempt) 
      AODV-RR, 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
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AODV-RR ret = 5s
AODV-RR ret = 10s
AODV-RR ret = 50s
 
      Figure 4.9   Fraction of Routes Found from Subsequent Attempts 
    AODV-RR, 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, max speed 5 m/s 
    (ret = Route Expiry Timeout) 
 In AODV-RR, the route selected for use could be from either the shortest 
primary route initially, or if the primary route fails, any shortest alternative route 
subsequently.  We collect the fraction of successful routes found from the first primary 
route in the table and the complementary fraction of successful routes found from 
subsequent attempts in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 above.  As is evident from the 
figures, smaller values of RET result in more successful routes to be selected from the 
initial primary route, and correspondingly fewer routes from subsequent retries.  This 
is because, smaller RETs force routing information to be refreshed more frequently, 
following topology changes more closely; hence larger chances for the primary route 
information to be correct, and correspondingly less need to rely on alternative choices 
after the primary route failure. 
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4.2.3 Conclusion 
 From the previous observations we can conclude that RET values indeed affect 
the performance and behaviour of routing protocols.  It sets the lower limit on the 
freshness and hence the credibility of routing information.  Smaller RETs reduce the 
potential of link failure and hence improve PDR performance, however, at the penalty 
of increased routing overhead. 
 
4.3 Finding Optimal RET 
 Recognising the impact of RET on routing performance, we next seek to find 
the optimal RET value for a certain given mobility case on an experimental basis.  By 
observing the results of such experiments, we expect to deduce a formula or rule of 
thumb relating the optimal RET value to mobility. 
 As concluded earlier, smaller RET improves PDR performance but incurs more 
control overhead.  The optimal RET value should correspond to a good compromise 
between the two.  Our methodology is to evaluate the routing performance with a large 
number of different RET values applied to different mobility cases and then locate the 
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speed = 5 m/s
speed = 20 m/s
 
       Figure 4.10   PDR Performance with Various RETs 
    AODV-RR, 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, pause time 0s 
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speed = 1 m/s
speed = 5 m/s
speed = 20 m/s
 
  Figure 4.11   Overhead Performance with Various RETs 
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speed = 5 m/s
speed = 20 m/s
 
       Figure 4.12   Delay Performance with Various RETs 
     AODV-RR, 64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, pause time 0s 
In the random waypoint movement model [1], overall mobility depends on two 
parameters: the maximum mobile speed and the pause time.  In this section we vary 
mobility by applying different maximum mobile speed (1, 5, 20 m/s) while fixing the 
pause time at 0 second (nodes continuous moving).  Numerous sample RET values are 
tried ranging from 1 to 800 seconds. 
 From the above figures, varying RET has most significant impact on both PDR 
and overhead performance when mobility is high (20 m/s case).  This implies that the 
benefit from enforcing route freshness depends on mobility.  When mobility is low, 
topology changes slowly, routes do not break as often, hence forcing routes to expire 
faster brings less improvement.  When nodes move faster, the chances of encountering 
a link break during the propagation interval of a packet greatly increases, hence it 
becomes more beneficial to ensure route freshness at high mobility.  On the other 
hand, varying RET seems to have no significant or stable effect on end-to-end delay 
aspect of the performance. 
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 The optimal RET point marks the maximum cost-effectiveness, hence it should 
be taken where the improvement in PDR starts to diminish while the incremental cost 
in control overhead starts to become larger.  From the figures, it seems that the suitable 
optimal RET values are about the following: 
• Maximum speed = 1 m/s → RET = 200 s 
• Maximum speed = 5 m/s → RET = 50 s 
• Maximum speed = 20 m/s → RET = 15 s 
Hence we can deduce the following formula as a rule of thumb to estimate the suitable 
RET value for a given maximum mobile speed: 
Suitable RET (s) = 200 / Maximum Mobile Speed (m/s)   (4.1) 
This Equation (4.1) applies for AODV-RR running with 64-byte packets, 4 packets 
per second, 20 connections and nodes continuously moving. 
 
4.4 Adaptive RET Performance 
 Finally we test the performance of a system with adaptive RET for a range of 
mobile speeds, using Equation 4.1 above to adjust the RET value for each mobility.  
We compare the performance of three systems: original AODV (with fixed RET), 
AODV-RR with fixed RET, and AODV-RR with Adaptive RET. 
 Once again, we vary the mobility by using different maximum mobile speeds 
and fixing the pause time at 0 second.  The range of maximum mobile speed and 
corresponding suitable RET values according to Equation 4.1 are given in Table 4.2. 
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Figures 4.13 ~ 4.15 show the comparative performance of the three systems.  
For AODV-RR with adaptive RET, a different RET value computed using Equation 
4.1 and given in Table 4.2 above is applied at each mobility.  For the other two 



















       Figure 4.13   PDR Performance of Adaptive RET 
        64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, pause time 0s 
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     Figure 4.14   Overhead Performance of Adaptive RET 
          64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, pause time 0s 
 





















         Figure 4.15   Delay Performance of Adaptive RET 
          64 byte/pkt, 4 pkt/s, 20 conn, pause time 0s 
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 It is evident from the figures that AODV-RR with adaptive RET achieves much 
better PDR than AODV-RR with fixed RET, further improving from the original 
AODV.  Moreover, the performance gain becomes more significant at higher mobility 
(larger maximum speed).  Depending on mobility, adaptive RET forces routing 
information to be refreshed at an appropriate frequency thus preventing the use of 
potentially stale routes, and hence, reducing the chances of data delivery failures.  In 
fact, from Figure 4.13 we observe two types of convergence among the PDR curves.  
One is between the Fixed RET and Adaptive RET versions of AODV-RR when 
mobility decreases together with the maximum speed.  This is expected because at 
higher mobility, routes expire faster, making the role of adaptive RET more crucial in 
maintaining route quality, hence the PDR performance gain due to adaptive RET goes 
larger.  The other convergence happens between AODV-RR with Fixed RET and 
AODV when maximum speed increases, which is also within our understandings.  
AODV-RR with Fixed RET relies merely on route redundancy to improve robustness 
on top of AODV.  As we have observed in Section 3.5.1, at higher mobility, the PDR 
performance gain from route redundancy is constrained by the degradation of cost-
effectiveness due to the massive route verification process in AODV-RR. 
 However, in order to support more frequent route update activities driven by 
adaptive RET, additional routing overhead is needed.  Therefore, the improvement in 
PDR comes at the penalty of larger routing overhead in AODV-RR with adaptive RET 
as compared to AODV-RR with fixed RET.  Nonetheless by selecting the most cost-
effective RET value, the increase in overhead can be kept within affordable range.  For 
example, using our formula to estimate the optimal RET for each given maximum 
speed, the AODV-RR with adaptive RET still incurs less routing overhead compared 
the original AODV (see Figure 4.14). 
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 On the other hand, once again adaptive RET has little impact on end-to-end 
delay.  No evident difference in delay performance is observed between AODV-RR 
with adaptive RET and that with fixed RET.  This again is due to the fact that average 
delay is unable to reflect the age of routes since it only encompasses successfully 
delivered data packets.  Therefore the proximity in Figure 4.15 between the delay 
curves for AODV-RR with and without Adaptive RET is expected and consistent with 
our observations from Figure 4.5 and 4.6. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
 From these experiments, we can conclude that adaptive RET indeed improves 
PDR performance by removing stale routes proactively.  However, such improvement 
requires additional routing overhead to support more frequent route refreshing.  
 
 






MANETs have seen growing popularity and potentials recently.  The self-
organizing ability and easy deployment of MANET provide much greater flexibility in 
their applications.  However fast changing topology, limited bandwidth and battery 
power in MANET environment bring big challenges to the reliability and robustness of 
its routing protocol without relying on pre-existing backbone infrastructure.   
 
5.1 Contributions 
We first study the different classifications of MANET routing protocols and 
their associated characteristics.  We conduct a performance evaluation of various early 
routing protocols of different styles to compare their relative strengths and weaknesses.  
Our analysis agree that on-demand protocols achieves good performance and are well 
suited to MANET due to their efficient utilization of control packets. 
We next explore the idea of route redundancy as a means to improve the 
robustness of MANET routing protocols.  We develop a new scheme AODV with 
Redundant Routes (AODV-RR) that builds multiple routes for each source/destination 
pair and supplies immediate backup route to salvage traffic flows at the point of link 
failures.  Our evaluation reveals that the new scheme with route redundancy not only 
achieves higher Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and substantially reduces average end-
to-end delay, but also costs less total control overhead.  Our studies prove that 
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providing alternate and multiple routes indeed increases robustness of routing protocol 
and is especially beneficial for time-critical traffic.   
We lastly experiment further improving routing performance by adapting Route 
Expiry Timeout (RET) to node mobility.  We use smaller RET values at higher 
mobility to proactively prevent aging of routes, and hence, to reduce the chances of 
potential delivery failures.  Our investigation suggests that applying adaptive RET 
values related to mobility is capable of largely boosting Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 
performance with an affordable increase in routing overhead. 
 
5.2 Future Work 
 The approaches in our studies aim to improve the robustness of MANET 
routing protocols, with emphasis on delay performance to provide better support for 
time-critical traffic.  With the benefits and advantages of these approaches observed, 
their application in a more realistic system carrying different types of traffic has not 
been tested fully.  Given traffic with different priorities and characteristics including 
normal data, voice, video, and web interaction traffic, some mechanisms can be 
introduced to enable traffic discrimination and provide the most cost-effective service 
accordingly, for example by varying the degree of route redundancy or adjusting the 
proper range of RET values with different traffic priorities taken into consideration.  In 
addition, the implementation of route redundancy mechanism in our project operates 
closely with the distributed routing in AODV.  It will be interesting to investigate the 
performance of redundant routes in conjunction with other MANET routing strategies. 
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